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ABSTRACT
Traditionally, probabilistic risk assessments (PRAs) of severe accidents at nuclear power plants
have explored accidents initiated during full-power operation. However, in 1989 the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) initiated an extensive program to examine carefully
the potential risks during low-power and shutdown operations. The program included two
parallel projects, one at Brookhaven National Laboratory studying a pressurized water reactor
(Surry Unit 1) and the other at Sandia National Laboratories studying a boiling water reactor
(Grand Gulf). Both the Brookhaven and Sandia projects have examined only accidents
initiated by internal plant faults --- so-called "internal initiators". This project, which has
explored the likelihood of seismic-initiated core damage accidents during refueling shutdown
conditions, is complementary to the internal-initiator analyses at Brookhaven and Sandia. This
report covers the seismic analysis at Surry Unit 1, while a companion report documents the
Grand Gulf seismic analysis.
All of the many systems modeling assumptions, component non-seismic failure rates, and
human error rates that were used in the internal-initiator study at Surry have been adopted
here, so that the results of the two studies can be as comparable as possible. Both the
Brookhaven study and this study examine only two shutdown plant operating states (POSs)
during refueling outages at Surry, called POS 6 and POS 10, which represent mid-loop
operation before and after refueling, respectively. This analysis has been limited to work
analogous to a level-I seismic PRA, in which estimates have been developed for the coredamage frequency from seismic events during POSs 6 and 10. The methodology is almost
identical to that used for full-power seismic PRAs, as wideiy practiced in the nuclear industry.
The results of the analysis are that the core-damage frequency for earthquake-initiated
accidents during refueling outages in POS 6 and POS 10 is found to be low in absolute terms,
less than 10-6 /year. The core-damage frequencies are also low relative to the frequencies
during POS 6 and POS 10 for internal initiators, as analyzed in the companion study by
Brookhaven.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Traditionally, probabilistic risk assessments (PRAs) of severe accidents at nuclear power plants
have explored accidents initiated during full-power operation. However, in 1989 the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) initiated an extensive program to examine carefully
the potential risks during low-power and shutdown operations. The program included two
parallel projects, one at Brookhaven National Laboratory studying a pressurized water reactor
(Surry Unit 1) and the other at Sandia National Laboratories studying a boiling water reactor
(Grand Gulf). Both the Brookhaven and Sandia projects have examined only accidents
initiated by postulated internal plant faults --- so-called "internal initiators".
This project, which has explored the likelihood of seismic-initiated core damage accidents
during refueling shutdown conditions, is complementary to the internal-initiator analyses at
Brookhaven and Sandia. This report covers the seismic analysis at Surry Unit 1, while a
companion report documents the Grand Gulf seismic analysis. The project reported here is the
second phase of a two-phase effort, the initial phase of which was scoping in character, having
been performed primarily to establish if the issue was judged to be important enough to justify
the more extensive and more quantitative evaluation reported here.
All of the many systems modeling assumptions, component non-seismic failure rates, and
human error rates that were used in the internal-initiator study at Surry have been adopted
here, so that the results of the two studies can be as comparable as possible. This study, which
is based on key inputs from the Brookhaven study, examines only two shutdown plant operating
states (P0Ss) during refueling outages at Surry, called POS 6 and POS 10, which represent midloop operation during refueling. POS 6 is mid-loop operation before refueling while POS 10
represents mid-loop operation after refueling.
This analysis has been limited to work analogous to a level-I seismic PRA, in which estimates
have been developed for the core-damage frequency from seismic events during P0Ss 6 and 10.
The methodology is almost identical to that used for full-power seismic PRAs, as widely
practiced in the nuclear industry. However, seismic-induced relay chatter is beyond the scope
of this analysis. Seismic hazard curves from both the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI)
and the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) have been used. Assessments of the
likelihood of various post-core-damage plant-damage states (level-2 PRA) and of significant
radioactive releases (level-3 PRA) are beyond the scope or' this evaluation.
The results of the analysis are that the mean core-damage frequency for earthquake-initiated
accidents during refueling outages in POS 6 and POS 10 is found to be low in absolute terms,
less than 10-6/year. This is true using both the EPRI and the LLNL seismic hazard curves. The
reasons for this are (i) Surry's seismic capacity in responding to earthquakes during shutdown
is excellent, well above its design basis and similar to its ability to respond to earthquakes
during full-power conditions; (ii) the Surry site enjoys one of the least seismically active
locations in the United States; (iii) the Surry plant is only in POS 6 and POS 10 (combined) for
an average (mean) of 6.6% of the time. The core-damage frequencies are also low relative to
the frequencies during POS 6 and POS 10 for internal initiators, as analyzed in the companion
study by Brookhaven.
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FOREWORD
(NUREG/CR-6143 and 6144)
Low Power and Shutdown Probabilistic Risk Assessment Program
Traditionally, probabilistic risk assessments (PRA) of severe accidents in nuclear power plants
have considered initiating events potentially occurring only during full power operation. Some
previous screening analyses that were performed for other modes of operation suggested that
risks during those modes were small relative to full power operation. However, more recent
studies and operational experience have implied that accidents during low power and shutdown
could be significant contributors to risk.
During 1989, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) initiated an extensive program to
carefully examine the potential risks during low power and shutdown operations. The program
includes two parallel projects performed by Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) and Sandia
National Laboratories (SNL), with the seismic analysis performed by Future Resources
Associates. Two plants, Surry (pressurized water reactor) and Grand Gulf (boiling water
reactor), were selected as the plants to be studied.
The objectives of the program are to assess the risks of severe accidents due to internal events,
internal fires, internal floods, and seismic events initiated during plant operational states other
than full power operation and to compare the estimated core damage frequencies, important
accident sequences and other qualitative and quantitative results with those accidents initiated
during full power operation as assessed in NUREG-1150. The scope of the program includes
that of a level-3 PRA.

••

The results of the program are documented in two reports, NUREG/CR-6143 and 6144. The
reports are organized as follows:
For Grand Gulf:

NUREG/CR-6143 Volume 1:
Volume 2:

Volume 3:
Volume 4:
Volume 5:
Volume 6:

Vol. 5

Evaluation of Potential Severe Accidents During Low Power and
Shutdown Operations at Grand Gulf, Unit I

Summary of Results
Analysis of Core Damage Frequency from Internal Events for Plant
Operational State 5 During a Refueling Outage
Part 1:
Main Report
Part I A:
Sections I - 9
Part 1B:
Section 10
Part IC:
Sections 11 - 14
Part 2:
Internal Events Appendices A to H
Part 3:
Internal Events Appendices I and J
Part 4:
Internal Events Appendices K to M
Analysis of Core Damage Frequency from Internal Fire Events for Plant
Operational State 5 During a Refueling Outage
Analysis of Core Damage Frequency from Internal Flooding Events for
Plant Operational State 5 During a Refueling Outage
Analysis of Core Damage Frequency from Seismic Events for Plant
Operational State 5 During a Refueling Outage
Evaluation of Severe Accident Risks for Plant Operational State 5 During
a Refueling Outage
Part 1:
Main Report
Part 2:
Supporting MELCOR Calculations
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FOREWORD (continued)
For Surry:

NUREG/CR-6144 Volume I:
Volume 2:

Volume 3:

Volume 4:
Volume 5:
Volume 6:

NUREG/CR-6144

Evaluation of Potential Severe Accidents During Low Power and
Shutdown Operations at Surry Unit-I

Summary of Results
Analysis of Core Damage Frequency from Internal Events During Midloop Operations
Part I:
Main Report
Part IA:
Chapters I - 6
Part I B:
Chapters 7 - 12
Part 2:
Internal Events Appendices A to D
Part 3:
Internal Events Appendix E
Part 3A:
Sections E.l - E.8
Part 3B:
Sections E.9 - E.16
Part 4:
Internal Events Appendices F to H
Part 5:
Internal Events Appendix I
Analysis of Core Damage Frequency from Internal Fires During Mid-loop
Operations
Part 1:
Main Report
Part 2:
Appendices
Analysis of Core Damage Frequency from Internal Floods During Midloop Operations
Analysis of Core Damage Frequency from Seismic Events During Mid- •
loop Operations
Evaluation of Severe Accident Risks During Mid-loop Operations
Part 1:
Main Report
Part 2:
Appendices
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1

Objective of the Report

This project has explored the likelihood of seismic-initiated core damage accidents during
refueling outage conditions at the Surry (Unit 1) and Grand Gulf nuclear power plants. This
report documents the Surry analysis, while a companion report documents the Grand Gulf
analysis (Ref. FRA/Grand Gulf, 1994). The project reported here is the second phase of a twophase effort, the initial phase of which (Ref. FRA, 1991) was scoping in character, having been
performed primarily to establish if the issue was judged to be important enough to justify the
more extensive and more quantitative evaluation reported here. Throughout this report, we
will refer to the earlier study as the "Phase-I study" and, where necessary for clarity, this study
as the "Phase-II study".
The Phase-I results were preliminary in character, and served principally both to establish that
the issue is important enough to merit further study, and to assure the study team that it is
fully feasible to adapt the seismic-PRA methodology for full-power seismic PRA to this
problem. The findings on both points were favorable enough to justify continuing with this
Phase-II project.

1.2 Importance of the Issue
The issue of whether the risk of a large core-damage accident is significant when nuclear
power plants are in shutdown conditions has received increasing attention in recent years. It
is beyond our scope here to summarize the several recent studies of this issue: suffice it to state
that the problem has been judged important enough that the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) has supported a major shutdown-risk research program for the past three
years. The program has examined shutdown risk by performing in-depth probabilistic risk
assessments (PRAs) at two U.S. nuclear power plants, Surry Unit I and Grand Gulf, and has
resulted in significant insights into various safety-issues that may arise during shutdown
conditions. The Surry study was carried out at Brookhaven National Laboratory, and the
Grand Gulf study at Sandia National Laboratories, both under contract to NRC and both using
subcontractors to supplement the in-house expertise at the two laboratories.
The results of this effort have recently been published (Ref. BNL, 1994; Sandia, 1994), and the
findings are important: the overall core-damage frequency for postulated accidents during the
shutdown conditions that were examined is comparable to the core-damage frequency during
full power operation.
However, the NRC shutdown-risk projects at Brookhaven and Sandia did not examine risks
during shutdown that might arise from earthquake-initiated accidents: they both concentrated
on so-called "internal initiators" such as transients, loss-of-coolant accidents, and loss of off site
power. They also both examined scenarios that might arise from internal fires and internal
flooding. In the project being reported here for Surry Unit 1, and in the companion project for
Grand Gulf, the earthquake-initiator issue has been examined. Both of these projects are fully
coordinated with these two larger studies of internal initiators.
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1.3 Scope
The scope of this effort was limited to an examination of two nuclear power plants: Surry Unit
l, a Westinghouse 3-loop PWR with a subatmospheric containment, and Grand Gulf, a General

Electric BWR/6 with a Mark-III containment. Surry-I, owned by Virginia Electric Power
Company, is located on a two-unit site in the tidewater region of southeastern Virginia, and
has a nearly identical companion unit. Grand Gulf, owned by Entergy Corporation, is located
on the Mississippi River in east-central Mississippi, and is alone on its site. There were two
principal reasons for selecting these two plants:
o

As mentioned above, both the Surry-I and the Grand Gulf nuclear stations have been
the subject of probabilistic shutdown risk studies (excluding seismic-initiated events)
recently completed for the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. The Surry study was
accomplished by Brookhaven National Laboratory (Ref. BNL, 1994), and the Grand
Gulf study by Sandia National Laboratories (Ref. Sandia, 1994). Appropriate models,
data, and results from these studies were available for direct use in this seismic
shutdown risk study. This information proved to be invaluable in completing this
analysis.

o

Both Surry (Ref. Breeding et al., 1990) and Grand Gulf (Ref. Brown et al., 1990) have
also been the subjects of an extensive risk assessment for full-power conditions
sponsored by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and performed by Sandia National
Laboratories, as part of the very large NUREG-1150 PRA study (Ref. NRC/1150, 1990).
For Surry (but not for Grand Gulf), this NUREG-1150 analysis included an investigation of seismic-initiated accidents during full power conditions (Ref. Bohn et al., 1990),
in which a limited amount of plant-specific seismic fragility information was developed
for Surry's components and structures. This information was utilized in part where
appropriate.

The NUREG-1150 full-power PRA study covered five plants. Seismic-initiated accidents at
full power were analyzed for only two of them, the other (besides Surry) being Peach Bottom
Unit 2, a BWR. Parts of the Peach Bottom external-events report (Ref. Lambright et al., 1990)
also served as an important source of information for the Phase-I scoping project (Ref. FRA,
1991) that preceded this full-scope project.
While Surry and Grand Gulf were the only plants specifically examined in this study, some
seismic-hazard data were examined for other LWR sites in the U.S., and insights relative to the
applicability of the Surry results to other plants were developed and are included in this report.
This analysis has been limited to work analogous to a level-I seismic PRA.
We have developed an estimate for the core-damage frequency from seismic events during
certain shutdown operating states. Assessments of the likelihood of various post-core-damage
plant-damage states (level-2 PRA) and of significant radioactive releases (level-3 PRA) are
beyond the scope of this evaluation.

1.4 Assumptions
The following key assumptions have made for this study of Surry Unit 1:
a. As mentioned, the recent shutdown risk study for Surry Unit 1 (Ref. BNL, 1994) is the
principal basis for the systems-analysis parts of our work here: indeed, we could not have
NUREG/CR-6144
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accomplished this work at all without using the other very extensive analysis as our point of
departure. The Brookhaven analysis contains numerous assumptions that are necessary to
bound the scope and to simplify the detailed work, and we have adopted all of these
assumptions without exception. Most importantly, we have adopted directly the loss-of-offsitepower (LOOP) event trees, including the definitions of the top events and underlying thermalhydraulic and other assumptions that support these event trees, namely those corresponding to
mid-loop operation.
b. Only refueling outages have been considered in this seismic analysis. Indeed, only certain
specific operating states occurring within the standard refueling outages at Surry have been
considered. Outages for other reasons frequently occur at nuclear power plants, and they are
of two broad types: controlled shutdowns and uncontrolled (rapid) shutdowns. Although these
outages for other reasons can produce the same plant operating states but with configurations
unique to the reason for the shutdown, resources in this analysis did not permit examining
outage configurations other than those for refueling. In any event, refueling outages contribute a majority of the shutdown time.
c. We assume that the only seismic events of concern are those that cause loss-of-off site-power
(LOOP) transients. Seismic events of lower acceleration than those causing LOOP are expected
to have a negligible probability of causing severe plant accidents for two reasons: (i) Critical
plant equipment, including the residual heat removal (RHR) system, can withstand significantly higher accelerations than that which is sufficient to cause LOOP (Ref. Bohn et al., 1990;
Lambright et al., 1990). Thus, loss of core-cooling capability will have a very low probability
for seismic events too small to cause a LOOP. (ii) With offsite power available, sources of
water sufficient to cool the core from alternative pumping sources will generally be available
even if the RHR system fails.
d. We also assume that seismic-initiated LOOP is non-recoverable in the time frame of interest
in this study (from about one to several hours). This is a reasonable and only slightly conservative assumption, because the LOOP initiator is most likely to arise from the seismic-caused
failure of the ceramic insulators in the plant substation (Ref. Bohn et al., 1990; Lambright et
al., 1990). Replacement of these insulators would likely require several hours at a minimum,
and probably much longer. Additionally, other damage caused by the earthquake, for example
to off site transmission systems and offsite switch yards, would likely hamper efforts to. recover
off site power.
e. The Brookhaven analysis of internal initiators (Ref. BNL, 1994) used a time-window
approach to differentiate different parts of the Plant Operating States that they studied, so as
to account better for decay-heat differences within the POSs. Our seismic analysis has not used
this time-window approach, because the distinctions that it embodies are not important for our
analysis.
f. The engineering methodology to develop probabilistic seismic fragility curves is described
below (Chapter 2). The methodology uses a successive-screening approach, in which structures
and equipment that are judged to be very strong under earthquake loading are screened out
first, so that the number of items for which actual numerical fragilities must be developed is
limited. Also, for a few items the study team was unable to obtain enough information, either
because access to some parts of the plants was limited or because engineering information in
the appropriate form was not available. For these items, generic fragilities have been used.
g. We have assumed that the seismic failures of identical equipment in similar locations are
fully correlated. This means, for example, that when a postulated earthquake causes one diesel
generator to fail, we have assumed that the other diesel generator(s) will also fail. This
simplifying assumption is probably conservative in many cases, but perhaps not overly so for
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truly identical equipment. Sensitivity studies performed in several past seismic PRAs have
shown that the bottom-line results are sensitive to this assumption at a level of about a factor
of plus-or-minus two.
h. Equipment failure from seismic-induced relay chatter is outside the scope of this analysis.
While relay chatter can be important (Ref. Budnitz, Lambert, and Hill, 1987), it is a
complicated issue, and the resources to study it were not available within this project. In any
event, relay chatter is being studied at every U.S. nuclear plant as part of the current IPEEE
program (Ref. Chen et al., 1991), and it is expected that almost all of the relays that are especially sensitive to relay chatter will be identified and, if appropriate, modified in the course
of the IPEEE studies.
i. As discussed below (see Chapter 3), we will use both the LLNL and EPRI seismic hazard
analyses.

1.5 Organization of the Report
The report is organized into three parts. First, we discuss the methodology used (Chapter 2 --risk-assessment methodology and Chapter 3 --- seismic hazard analysis inputs). Next, we discuss
th~ analysis and results (Chapters 4, 5, and 6); and then we summarize in Chapter 7 the
principal findings of the analysis.
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2. SEISMIC RISK ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY

The objectives of a full-scope seismic PRA of a nuclear power plant are to estimate the
frequencies of occurrence of severe core damage, serious radiological releases, and consequences in terms of early fatalities, long term adverse health effects and property damage, and to
identify significant contributors to plant risks. In this study, only a level-I seismic PRA has
been performed, leading only to estimates of the frequency of occurrence of severe core
damage.
The key elements of a level-I seismic PRA are:
I. Seismic hazard analysis - estimation of the frequency of various levels of seismic ground

motion (acceleration) occurring at the site.
2. Seismic fragility evaluation - estimation of the conditional probabilities of structural or
equipment failure for given levels of ground acceleration.
3. Systems/accident sequence analysis- modeling of the various combinations of structural and
equipment failures that could initiate and propagate a seismic core damage accident
sequence.

4. Evaluation of core damage frequency - assembly of the results of the seismic hazard,
fragility, and systems analyses to estimate the frequencies of core damage for various
accident sequences and for the plant as a whole.
In the following subsections, the methods used in each of the above stages of a level-I seismic
PRA are outlined.

2.1 Seismic Hazard Analysis
Seismic hazard is usually expressed in terms of the frequency distribution of the peak value
of a ground-motion parameter (e.g., peak ground acceleration) during a specified time interval.
Somewhat different approaches to implementing the basic methodology are documented in
(Bernreuter et al, 1989) and (EPRI, 1989). The different steps of this analysis are as follows:
I. Identification of the sources of earthquakes, such as faults and seismotectonic provinces.

2. Evaluation of the earthquake history of the region to assess the frequencies of occurrence
of earthquakes of different magnitudes or epicentral intensities.

3. Development of attenuation relationships to estimate the intensity of earthquake-induced
ground motion (e.g., peak ground acceleration) at the site.
4. Integration of the above information to estimate the frequency of exceedance for selected
ground motion parameters.
The hazard estimate depends on uncertain estimates of attenuation, upperbound magnitudes,
and the geometry and seismic activity of the postulated sources. Such uncertainties are
included in the hazard analysis by assigning probabilities or weights to alternative hypotheses
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about these parameters. A probability distribution for the frequency of occurrence is thereby
developed. The annual frequencies for exceeding specified values of the ground motion
parameter are displayed as a family of curves with different weights (Figure 2-1).
A Bayesian estimate of the frequency of exceedance at any peak ground acceleration is
obtained as the weighted sum of the frequencies of exceedance at this acceleration given by
the different hazard curves; the weighting factor is the probability assigned to each hazard
curve.

2.2 Seismic Fragility Evaluation
The methodology for evaluating seismic fragilities of structures and equipment is documented
in (Ref. Ravindra and Kennedy, 1983) and (Ref. Kennedy and Ravindra, 1984). Seismic
fragility of a structure or equipment item is defined as the conditional probability of its
failure at a given value of the seismic input or response parameter (e.g., ground acceleration,
stress, moment, or spectral acceleration). Seismic fragilities are needed in a PRA to estimate
the conditional probabilities of occurrence of initiating events (e.g., loss of off site power, large
LOCA, small LOCA, RPV rupture) and the conditional failure probabilities of different
mitigating systems (e.g., safety injection system, residual heat .removal system, containment
spray system).
The objective of fragility evaluation is to estimate the ground acceleration capacity of a given
component. This capacity is defined as the peak ground motion acceleration value at which
the seismic response of a given component located at a specified point in the structure exceeds
the component's resistance capacity, resulting in its failure. The ground acceleration capacity
of the component is estimated using information on plant design bases, responses calculated at
the design analysis stage, as-built dimensions, and material properties. Because there are many
variables in the estimation of this ground acceleration capacity, component fragility is
described by a family of fragility curves; a probability or weighting value is assigned to each
curve to reflect the uncertainty in the fragility estimation (Figure 2-2).

2.3 Analysis of Plant Systems and Accident Sequences
Frequencies of severe core damage and radioactive release to the environment are calculated
by combining plant logic with component fragilities and seismic hazard estimates. Event and
fault trees are constructed to identify the accident sequences that may lead to severe core
damage and radioactive release.
The plant systems and sequence analyses used in seismic PRAs are based on the PRA
Procedures Guide (Ref. NRC, 1983) and can generally be summarized for a level-I PRA as
follows:
1. The analyst constructs event and fault trees reflecting (a) failures of key system components

or structures that could initiate an accident sequence and (b) failures of key system
components or structures that would be called on to stop the accident sequence.
2. The fragility of each such component (initiators and mitigators) is estimated.
3. Fault trees and event trees are used to develop Boolean expressions for severe core damage
that lead to each distinct accident sequence.
As an example, the Boolean expression for severe core damage in the Zion Probabilistic Safety
Study (Ref. Zion, 1981) is:
NUREG/CR-6144
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Boolean= 4 + 8 + 10 + 14 + 17 + 21 + (12 + 22 + 26) * 9

(Eq. 2-1)

The numbers represent components for which seismic fragilities have been developed, as
described earlier. The symbols "+"and"*" indicate "OR" and "AND" operations, respectively.
Plant level fragility curves are obtained by aggregating the fragilities of individual
components according to Equation 2-1, using either Monte Carlo simulation or numerical
integration. The plant level fragility means the conditional probability of severe core damage
for a given peak ground acceleration at the site. The uncertainty in plant level fragility is
displayed by developing a family of fragility curves; the weight (probability) assigned to each
curve is derived from the fragility curves of components appearing in the specific accident
sequence.

2.4 Evaluation of Core Damage Frequency
Plant level fragilities are convolved with the seismic hazard curves to obtain a set of doublets
for the accident frequency,
(Eq. 2-2)

{ < Pij , f ij > }

where f ij is the seismically-induced accident frequency and Pij is the discrete probability of
this frequency,
(Eq. 2-3)

•

(Eq. 2-4)
Here, Hj represents the jth hazard curve, fi the ith accident fragility curve; qi is the probability associated with the ith fragility curve and Pj is the probability associated with the lh
hazard curve.
The above equations state that the convolution between the seismic hazard and plant level
fragility is carried out by selecting hazard curve j and fragility curve i; the probability
assigned to the accident frequency resulting from the convolution is the product of the
probab~lities Pi and qj assigned to these two curves. The convolution operation given by
Equation 2-4 consists of multiplying the occurrence frequency of an earthquake peak
ground acceleration between a and a+ da (obtained as the derivative of Hj with respect to
a) with the conditional probability of the accident fragility curve, and integrating such
products over the entire range of peak ground accelerations zero to infinity. In this
manner, a probabilistic distribution on the frequency of a given accident sequence can be
obtained.
Severe core damage occurs if any one of the accident sequences occurs. By probabilistically
combining the various sequences, the plant level fragility curves for severe core damage are
obtained. Integration of the famiiy of fragility curves over the family of seismic hazard
curves yields the probability distribution function of the occurrence frequency of severe
core damage (Figure 2-3).
·
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3. SEISMIC HAZARD ANALYSIS

3.1

EPRI and LLNL Seismic Hazard Studies

Seismic hazard curves are needed to estimate the core-damage frequencies of different plant
operating states. Typically, a site-specific seismic hazard analysis is performed to obtain the
hazard curves. For the Surry site, two such studies have already been conducted and the results
are available in a usable form.
Figure 3-1 is the set of seismic hazard curves for the Surry site developed by the Electric Power
Research Institute (Ref. EPRI, 1989). Shown are the mean, median, 5th-percentile and 95thpercentile curves. Each curve is the annual probability of exceedance plotted against the peak
ground acceleration. Similar curves developed by the Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory (Ref. Bernreuter, et al. 1989) are shown in Figure 3-2. These two sets of hazard
curves are used in the seismic risk quantification reported in Chapter 6.
For fragility evaluation, a site-specific ground motion response spectrum is needed. In
NUREG-1407 (Ref. Chen et al., 1991), it is recommended that either of the spectral shapes
developed in the above EPRI and LLNL studies could be used. The median spectral shape
corresponding to a 10,000-year return period along with variability estimates given in the
LLNL study (Bernreuter et al., 1989) is suggested for this purpose (Figure 3-3).
•

Two important considerations arise in the use of these seismic hazard curves. These curves
provide estimates of probability of exceedance per year. However, the plant outages only
extend for a fraction of the year. This must be taken into account in the estimation of
frequencies of different plant operating states during shutdown (See Section 4.4 below).
Secondly, the objective of this study is to assess the contribution of the seismic-induced risks
in refueling outages and to compare it to the risks from other events during the same refueling
outages. It would be interesting to know how the seismic-induced shutdown risk varies from
nuclear plant site to site. Towards this end, we have performed sensitivity studies by "moving"
the Surry power station to different sites elsewhere in the eastern United States (with different
seismic hazard curves) and estimating the impact. This is discussed in Section 6.2.
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4. SYSTEMS ANALYSIS FOR SURRY

4.1

Identification of Accident Sequences

4.1.1 Introduction

This section develops the accident sequences which are to be quantified in order to provide an
estimate of core damage frequency.
4.1.2 Assumptions

Several assumptions were made at the outset of the study to simplify the analysis and provide
meaningful results. These assumptions are as follows:

•

4.1.2.1 Loss of offsite power: It was determined that the only seismic events which are of
concern in this study are those which cause loss of offsite power (LOOP). Seismic events of
lower ground-motion than those causing LOOP are expected to have a negligible probability
of causing severe plant accidents for two reasons. First, critical plant equipment, including the
residual heat removal (RHR) system, is designed for significantly higher seismic acceleration
than that which is sufficient to cause LOOP. Indeed, as shown in Chapter 5 following, the
seismic capacity of the offsite power system is significantly lower than the systems and
components necessary to maintain core cooling. Thus, loss of core cooling capability for seismic
events less than those causing a LOOP initiating event will have a negligible probability.
Second, with off site power available, sources of water sufficient to cool the core from alternate
pumping sources would be available even if the RHR system fails. Thus, only LOOP-initiated
accidents are considered in this study.
4.1.2.2 LOOP recovery: It has been assumed that seismic-initiated LOOP is non-recoverable
in the time frame of interest in this study (from about one to many hours). While this is a
slightly conservative assumption, it is considered reasonable because the LOOP initiator is most
likely to be failure of the ceramic insulators in the plant substation (see Chapter 5).
Replacement of these insulators would very likely require more than a few hours. Furthermore, other damage caused by the earthquake would likely hamper efforts to repair the
switchyard. Offsite damage to other parts of the electrical power grid that supplies power to
the plant would also be expected, which would likely delay efforts to restore offsite power.
Thus, recovery of off site power is not considered likely after an earthquake large enough to
cause LOOP, and has been ignored.
4.1.3 BNL Event Tree for POS 6

In order to develop accident sequences for the study, seismic shutdown event trees were
developed based on applicable event trees from the BNL study. These event trees identify the
functions and systems which are important in evaluating the progression of accidents during
shutdown conditions following the occurrence of a seismic event. As indicated previously, two
plant operating states (POSs) are of interest in this study, POS 6 and POS 10. This section
considers the POS 6 event tree from the BNL study.
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The development of the event trees appropriate for this study involved extracting and •
modifying the appropriate event trees from the BNL study on shutdown risks (Ref. BNL, 1994),
and identifying core damage accident sequences appropriate to a seismic initiated loss of
offsite power event. It was determined in the BNL study that plant operating states 6 and 10
during refueling shutdown were the most significant plant states in terms of core damage
accident vulnerability. These states involve so-called mid-loop operation wherein the water
inventory in the primary system is reduced, which means that less water is available for core
cooling if RHR is lost. Further details are provided in the BNL study (Ref. BNL, 1994).
The appropriate event trees from the BNL study are those which examine the accident
sequences from LOOP for POSs 6 and 10. The BNL event tree for POS 6 is shown, modified
somewhat for clarity, as Figure 4-1. The event headings are defined as follows:
4.1.3.1 Power to RHR: This event, following LOOP, is manual connection of the RHR pumps
to the stub bus which is powered by the emergency AC power system. The operator must take
manual action to connect the RHR pumps to the stub bus. This is an assumption made in the
BNL study (Ref. BNL, 1994), and was confirmed during a site visit on October 27 and 28, 1993.
4.1.3.2 RCS Vent: This is not technically an event during the accident, but is a preexisting
plant condition that is important for subsequent evaluation. According to the BNL study, this
vent condition involves removal of three pressurizer safety relief valves for maintenance. A
probability of 0.1 was estimated by BNL for this condition based on information from the
plant, and this value.has been adopted for this seismic analysis. (Actually, BNL used a timewindow approach in their analysis for internal initiators, but in this seismic analysis the
additional refinement of the time-window approach is not necessary.)
4.1.3.3 RCVR PWR: This event is the probability that offsite power would be recovered in
time to influence the probability of subsequent events. As noted previously in this section, this
event is not considered in the seismic-initiated LOOP case.
4.1.3.4 F & B Secondary: This function signifies the feed-and-bleed cooling operation using
the steam generators. This activity maintains core cooling by natural circulation of the
primary system water through the steam generators. The feed is accomplished normally by
auxiliary f eedwater, but other water sources may also be available. The bleed operation is
through the steam generator relief valves. This cooling mechanism is assumed to be unavailable
if the primary system is vented because natural circulation would not occur. This is consistent
with the BNL study.
4.1.3.5 F & B Primary: In this case, core cooling is provided by feed-and-bleed of the primary.
Feed is by one of the high-pressure emergency core cooling injection systems, and bleed is accomplished by venting out the pressurizer (which is already available for the RCS Vent case).
4.1.3.6 Gravity Feed: This event is a gravity-feed mode in which appropriate valves are opened
to allow water from the refueling water storage tank (RWST) to flow through the low pressure
injection system into the primary system. This cooling mode requires that the reactor coolant
system be vented, as shown by the event tree logic.
4.1.3.7 Other Modes: This event represents the restoration of other modes of decay heat
removal capability, for example, feed-and-bleed of the primary system, after gravity feed of
R WST inventory has been initially established. Consideration of this event is necessary because
the gravity feed mode is not sufficient to provide sufficient cooling beyond a few hours.
NUREG /CR-6144
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4.1.4 Seismic Shutdown Event Tree for POS 6

The BNL event tree for POS 6 for the loss of offsite power event was modified to provide a
seismic shutdown event tree which was used in this study to estimate core damage frequency.
This modified tree is shown in Figure 4-2. The event tree contains functions (top row)
corresponding to the BNL tree, with some modifications to be considered, and also contains
equipment associated with each function in the second row. The equipment items identified
are judged to be the most fragile component(s) that can cause failure of the associated function.
The judgment is based on the results of a previous seismic core damage assessment for Surry
at full power conditions (Ref. Bohn et al., 1990) as well as a plant walkdown to examine in
detail each system which supports the function. System drawings were also obtained and
examined to determine the most fragile critical components for each system. Section 4.2
provides additional information regarding the process used for selecting equipment. Each
heading of the event tree will be considered separately, as follows:
4.1.4.1 LOOP: This event is loss of offsite power. The most likely mechanism to cause LOOP
is failure of the ceramic insulators in the switchyard. This failure mechanism was also
identified as the most likely in the previous Surry seismic analysis (Ref. Bohn et al., 1990). If
LOOP does not occur, it is assumed that core damage has a negligible probability, and
subsequent events are not considered (see previous discussion in Section 4.1.2).
4.1.4.2 Stub Bus: This event involves the connection of the stub bus AC power to the RHR
pumps. As noted previously, at the Surry plant this requires a manual action by the control
room operator. It was determined that the limiting probability for failure of this event would
be human error, or failure of the plant operator to connect the RHR pumps. As indicated in
the tree, the top branch for this event is for the case where the human error does not occur (the
stub bus is successfully connected to the RHR pumps), while the lower branch considers the
case where the operator fails to make the connection. The human error modeling for this case
is considered in Section 4.3. If the operator fails to connect the RHR pumps to the stub bus,
then the RHR function (considered next) is unavailable, as shown on the tree.
4.1.4.3 RHR: This event is failure of the Residual Heat Removal function due to, seismic
failure of RHR components. In this case, it was determined that three critical components had
the potential to fail during a seismic event: the component cooling water heat exchanger
(which provides cooling to the recirculating RHR system water), the RHR pumps, and the RHR
heat exchanger. If the RHR system has not failed because of the seismic failure of any of the
components considered, then core damage is avoided unless emergency power (to be considered
later) fails, as shown by the tree.
If RHR fails by any of the three component failures, then alternative means of core cooling

must be considered, as indicated on the tree.
4.1.4.4 No RCS Vent: This event is not affected by the seismic event, but is a pre-existing
condition which is important for subsequent events. This condition is the removal of the three
pressurizer relief valves as noted in Section 4.1.3.2 above. If the RCS vent condition does not
exist (top branch under this heading) then secondary feed-and-bleed is considered as a subsequent core cooling mechanism. However, if the RCS is vented (bottom branch), then
secondary feed-and-bleed is not considered because the primary system vent condition is
assumed to interrupt the natural circulation cooling in the primary system as indicated in the
BNL study.
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4.1.4.5 Secondary F & B: The secondary feed-and-bleed event is the same as described in
Section 4.1.3.4 above for the BNL event tree. The most fragile component supporting this
function is the condensate storage tank. No other components were found which had the
potential to be significant contributors to failure. However, because this cooling mode requires
manual actions, human error is also considered as a failure mechanism. If Secondary F&B is
successful (top branch), then core cooling is provided as long as emergency power is available
to power the auxiliary f eedwater pumps, as indicated in the tree. If Secondary F&B is not
successful, then primary feed-and-bleed must be considered as shown.
4.1.4.6 Primary F & B: This function, primary feed-and-bleed, is the injection of water into
the primary system and venting from the pressurizer as discussed for the BNL event tree in
Section 4.1.3.5 above. For this function, the refueling water storage tank (RWST) was found
to be the dominant seismic failure mode. However, as with Secondary F&B, this activity
requires human action to be successful. Accordingly, human error is also considered. If
primary feed-and-bleed is successful, core cooling is maintained as long as emergency power
is available (as indicated on the tree). If primary feed-and-bleed fails, then all sequences lead
to core damage as shown.
4.1.4.7 Emergency AC Power: This event represents the emergency on-site power function.
It is provided by the emergency diesel generators. Three failure modes are considered for this
event: fuel oil day tank failure, con:trol panel failure, and the motor control centers which
distribute the electrical power to various items of equipment. If the AC power function fails,
then core damage occurs, as indicated by the tree.
Note that the gravity-feed mode considered in the BNL event tree as discussed in Section 4.1.3.6
is not considered on the seismic shutdown tree for POS 6. This is because the gravity-feed
mode requires the RWST as a source of water. If the RWST is available, then the primary feedand-bleed function is available and would be the preferred method of decay heat removal.
Also, as noted in Section 4.1.3.6, success of the gravity-feed mode requires subsequent
restoration of some other means of decay heat removal after a few hours. For the seismic
event, this is not considered probable because the restoration of equipment failed by a seismic
event would likely not be feasible in a short time frame.
The POS 6 Event Tree provides a total of 41 core damage sequences as shown on Figure 4-2.
4.1.5 BNL Event Tree for POS 10

Figure 4-3 illustrates the BNL event tree for a loss of offsite power event when the plant is in
POS 10. This figure is taken from BNL's study (Ref. BNL, 1994) and has been modified
slightly for clarity. The following events or functions are covered by the tree:
4.1.5.1 LOOP: This is the loss of offsite power initiating event.
4.1.5.2 Power to RHR: This event covers the possibility of loss of electrical power to the RHR
pumps. If power is not lost, the core remains cooled by the RHR system.
4.1.5.3 RCS Vent: This is a pre-existing condition which can occur and influence subsequent
events. As explained in Section 4.1.3.2, this event covers the case wherein the pressurizer relief
valves have been removed, providing a flow path out of the primary system. If vent occurs,
then gravity is an option for cooling because the low pressure gravity flow is able to flow
through the primary system and out the vent.
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4.1.5.4 Recover PWR: This event considers the probability that offsite power is recovered in
time to provide power to injection pumps for feed-and-bleed cooling of the primary system.
If this power is not recovered, then the feed-and-bleed function must consider the availability
of emergency power.
4.1.5.5 F & B Primary: This event covers the feed-and-bleed mode of cooling the core in the
primary system. Emergency core cooling injection pumps are used, and venting is provided by
the pressurizer relief valves. They must be manually opened if the RCS Vent function is not
a pre-existing condition.
4.1.5.6 Gravity Feed: This cooling mode involves gravity flow from the refueling water storage
tank (R WST) through the low pressure injection system. As shown on the tree, it is only
considered if the primary system has been previously vented by removal of the relief valves
because a large primary system opening is necessary to provide sufficient gravity flow.
4.1.6 Seismic Shutdown Event Tree for POS 10

•

An event tree was developed for POS 10 based on the BNL LOOP event tree, in a manner
similar to the development of the seismic shutdown event tree for POS 6. This tree is
illustrated in Figure 4-4. The tree provides both a function (top row) and the equipment
failures which were found to be important to support each function. As with the POS 6 event
tree, the equipment was identified based on fragility and other information from a previous
Surry seismic analysis at full power (Ref. Bohn et al., 1990), and a plant walkdown to examine
the systems which perform each function. Each event in the tree is discussed in the sub-sections which follow .
4.1.6.1 LOOP: This event is loss of off site power. As discussed in Section 4.1.4.1 preceding, the
most likely mechanism to cause LOOP is failure of the ceramic insulators in the switchyard
based on an examination of the offsite power system. This failure mechanism was also identified as the most likely in a previous Surry seismic risk analysis (Ref. Bohn et al., 1990). If
LOOP does not occur, it is assumed that core damage has a negligible probability, and
subsequent events are not considered (see discussion in Sect. 4.1.2.1).
4.1.6.2 Stub Bus: This event involves the connection of the stub bus power to the RHR pumps.
As noted in Section 4.1.3.1, at the Surry plant this requires a manual action by the control room
operator. It was determined that the limiting probability for failure of this event would be
human error, or failure of the plant operator to connect the RHR pumps. As indicated in the
tree, the top branch for this event is for the case where the human error does not occur (the
stub bus is successfully connected to the RHR pumps), while the lower branch considers the
case where the operator fails to make the connection. The human error modeling for this case
is considered in Section 4.3. If the operator fails to connect the RHR pumps to the stub bus,
then the RHR function (considered next) is unavailable, as shown on the tree.
4.1.6.3 RHR: This event is failure of the Residual Heat Removal function due to seismic
failure of RHR components. As indicated in Section 4.1.4.3, it was determined that three
critical components had the potential to fail during a seismic event: the component cooling
water heat exchanger (which provides cooling to the recirculating RHR system water), the
RHR pumps, and the RHR heat exchanger. If the RHR system has not failed by the seismic
failure of any of the components considered, then core damage is avoided unless emergency
power (to be considered later) fails, as shown by the tree. If RHR fails by any of the three
component failures, then alternative means of core cooling must be considered as indicated on
the tree .

•
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4.1.6.4 No RCS Vent: This event is not affected by the seismic event, but is a pre-existing
condition that is important for subsequent events. This condition is the removal of the three
pressurizer relief valves as noted in Section 4.1.4.4 above. If the RCS vent condition does not
exist (lower branch under this heading) then gravity feed is considered as a subsequent core
cooling mechanism because the large vent area will allow gravity flow through the primary
system. However, if the RCS is not vented (bottom branch), then gravity feed is not considered
because the primary system would not allow sufficient flow to provide cooling, according to
the BNL an~lysis. This logic is shown on the event tree.
4.1.6.5 Primary F & B: This function, primary feed-and-bleed, is the injection of water into
the primary system and venting from the pressurizer as discussed in Section 4.1.5.5. For this
function, the refueling water storage tank (RWST) was found to be the dominant seismic
failure mode. However, this activity requires human action to be successful. Accordingly,
human error is considered. If primary feed-and-bleed is successful, core cooling is maintained
as long as emergency power is available (as indicated on the tree). If primary feed-and-bleed
fails due to seismic failure of the RWST, then all sequences lead to core damage as shown
because the gravity-feed cooling event also requires the RWST. If, however, the failure mode
of primary feed-and-bleed is a human error with the RWST intact, then gravity feed is
considered, as shown on the tree.
Note that secondary feed-and-bleed is not considered on this tree because, according to the
BNL study, all three primary coolant loops are isolated in POS 10 such that the steam
generators are unavailable.
4.1.6.6 Emergency AC Power: This event represents the emergency on-site power function.
It is provided by the emergency diesel generators and associated electrical distribution
equipment. Three failure modes are considered for this event: fuel oil day tank failure,
control panel failure, and the failure of motor control centers that distribute the electrical
power to various equipment items. If the AC power function fails, then core damage occurs
for all cases except for the case when the RWST is intact and the RCS has been vented, as
shown in the tree. In these cases, gravity feed remains as a cooling option.
4.1.6.7 Gravity Feed: This event involves manually opening a path between the RWST and the
primary system through the low pressure injection system to allow gravity flow through the
core and out the pressurizer relief valve openings. Accordingly, this cooling method is only
considered if the R WST remains intact following the seismic event, and the primary system has
been vented by removal of the pressurizer relief valves.
This cooling mode is considered viable for POS 10 because the decay heat generation rate is
lower than for POS 6. According to the BNL study, in POS 10 gravity feed can provide
sufficient core cooling acting alone, unlike the condition for POS 6.
The event tree in Figure 4-4 depicts a total of 27 core damage sequences. The quantification
of these sequences, as well as those derived in Section 4.1.4 for POS 6, is described in Chapter
6.

4.2 Selection of Components
The selection of components involved the following process. First, the functional event trees
were derived based on the BNL event trees and associated discussion as given in Section 4.1.
From the functional event trees, systems available to perform each function were determined
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from the BNL study (Ref. BNL, 1994), a previous Surry seismic risk study (Ref. Bohn et al.,
1990), and other information obtained from the plant visit. For each system, components were
identified based on system information from the same sources. An initial screening was
performed to eliminate components which are known to have high seismic capacity from
previous studies and confirmed by a walkdown at the Surry plant. Such components include
most valves,'most piping, and other components which have been found to be rugged from past
seismic evaluations. For those components remaining, a seismic screening capacity evaluation
was performed based on information obtained during the plant walkdown, supplemented by
system drawings. This evaluation resulted in the elimination of additional components which
had high capacity. For the remaining components, a fragility assessment was performed to
establish the probability of failure as a function of input acceleration. These components
appear in the event trees for POSs 6 and 10 as discussed in Section 4.1. A detailed discussion
of the seismic fragility evaluation, as well as a listing of all components examined, is given is
Chapter 5.

4.3 Operator Reliability
This section describes the operator reliability model that was used when quantifying the
accident sequences. The event trees each contain three human errors. For the POS 6 tree
(Figure 4-2), the errors are: failure to connect the stub bus to the RHR pumps, failure to
initiate secondary feed-and-bleed, and failure to initiate primary feed-and-bleed. For the POS
10 event tree (Figure 4-4), the errors are: failure to connect the stub bus to the RHR pumps,
failure to initiate secondary feed-and-bleed, and failure to initiate gravity feed. It is necessary
to assign failure (and success) probabilities to these events in order to quantify the trees. The
remaining parts of this Section provide the derivation of the human error model.
4.3.1

Human Error as a Function of Acceleration Level

It was assumed at the outset that the human error probabilities would be independent of the

magnitude of the seismic event. This was done because virtually no data could be found that
could be used to relate human error probability to the magnitude of the seismic event. This
assumption is considered valid because the dominant core damage contribution comes from a
relatively narrow range of accelerations. Thus, the probability of human error would not be
expected to vary significantly over this rather narrow range.
4.3.2 Initial Human Error

The first human error to be considered is failure of the operator to connect the stub bus to the
RHR pumps. This action occurs in both event trees considered in the study. This is a fairly
simple task which can be accomplished locally from the Emergency Switchgear Room.
However, given the large seismic event which has occurred, coupled with a loss of offsite
power, it is obvious this will be an extreme stress situation, with the operator likely to be
preoccupied with personal concerns. According to the Brookhaven study (Ref. BNL, 1994), a
minimum of 42 minutes is available before boil down of the coolant in the primary system. To
establish a human error rate under these conditions, the work of Swain & Guttmann (Ref.
Swain & Guttmann, 1980) was used. According to Table 20-26 of this reference, a mean human
error probability of 0.1 is estimated, given a high stress condition and 30 minutes to several
hours to take action. Thus, it was assumed that 90% of the time, the operator would successfully connect the RHR pumps to the stub bus, and would fail to do so 10% of the time. This
value is considered highly uncertain, and is thus the subject of a sensitivity study as
d·ocumented below in Section 6.2.
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4.3.3 Subsequent Human Errors

In both the POS 6 and POS 10 event trees (Figures 4-2 and 4-4), human actions need to be
considered following the event described in the preceding section. There are two circumstances
considered for these subsequent events: human error given that the initial error has been
committed, and human error given that the initial error has not been committed. It is
considered that if the initial error has been committed, subsequent errors will be more likely
than if the initial error has not been committed. Thus, the following model is assumed, based
on judgment and information in (Ref. Swain & Guttmann, 1980): If the initial error has not
been committed, then all subsequent errors are given a mean probability of 0.01 to account for
the expected improved performance after successful completion of the first action. For those
actions needed after the first error has been made, it is assumed that the mean error probability
remains at 0.1. This is based on the fact that the time available'will not increase appreciably,
and that additional failures have occurred to equipment which will tend to maintain a high
stress condition. Again, these values are considered highly uncertain, and have been subject
to a sensitivity study as discussed below in Section 6.2.

•

In all cases, the human errors derived above are mean values. Uncertainty bounds have been
estimated based on judgment and information contained in (Ref. Swain & Guttmann, 1980).
· The basic human error rates and the uncertainty bounds are provided in Table 4-1.

4.4. Consideration of Outage Duration
4.4.1 Introduction

This section provides a discussion of the estimated duration, in hours, for the plant operating
states of interest in this study. This time interval is important in estimating the annual core
damage frequency from seismic events because the estimate must account for the fraction of
the time during a given year that the plant is in an operating state of interest.
4.4.2 Plant Outages

Only refueling outages were considered in this seismic analysis. Outages for other reasons
frequently occur at nuclear power plants, and they are of two broad types: controlled
shutdowns and uncontrolled (rapid) shutdowns. These outages, for reasons other than
refueling, can produce the same plant operating states but with unique configurations based
on the reason for the shutdown. However, this analysis did not examine outage configurations
other than those for mid-loop operations during refueling. The reason for this limitation is
because it was outside our scope, and because the companion study from which this analysis
derived considerable input information (Ref. BNL, 1994) also considered mid-loop states during
refueling. In any event, refueling outages contribute a majority of the shutdown time.
4.4.3 Refueling Outage Duration for Surry Unit 1

As part of the BNL shutdown risk study (Ref. BNL, 1994), an evaluation was completed to
estimate the time that the Surry plant was in various plant operating states during shutdown.
In this study, we are interested only in Plant Operating States (POSs) 6 and 10, the mid-loopoperation POS states, because these are the POSs that Brookhaven studied in their internalevents analysis (Ref. BNL, 1994). They are also the most important shutdown states from the
standpoint of vulnerability to loss of decay heat removal. POS 6 represents mid-loop operation
before refueling, while POS 10 represents mid-loop operation after refueling.
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Brookhaven identified two different states for POS 6, which they called R6 and D6 (see Ref.
BNL, 1994), but for our purposes here this time-window distinction is not important.
Brookhaven also used a time-window approach to account better for decay-heat differences in
the POS states, but again this distinction is not important here. Therefore, we will use the
summed values for the times per year in refueling-related POS 6 and POS 10. These are found
in Table 4-2. Note that the fractions of the time in POS 6 and POS 10 are 5.1% and 1.5%,
respectively.
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TABLE 4-1
HUMAN ERROR RATES AND UNCERTAINTY BOUNDS FOR POS 6 AND 10
ERROR RATES

ACTIVITY

Mean

95% lower bound

0.5

0.1

0.02

B. All Subsequent Events 0.5
Given Failure of A

0.1

0.02

C. All Subsequent Events 0.1
Given Success of A

0.01

0.001

5% upper bound

A. Stub Bus Connection
to RHR Pumps

TABLE 4-2
DURATION OF SURRY-1 IN PLANT OPERATING STATES 6 AND 10
A VERA GE OUT AGE DURATION

Fraction of Year

NUREG/CR-6144

Hours per Year

POS 6

0.051

444 hr

POSlO

0.015

131 hr
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5. SEISMIC FRAGILITY EVALUATION FOR SURRY

5.1

Introduction

In this Chapter, the details concerning the seismic fragility evaluation for Surry be discussed.
Section 5.2 will discuss the seismic walkdown, and Section 5.3 will discuss the seismic fragility
evaluation.

5.2. Seismic Walkdown of Surry
5.2.1 General
The seismic walkdown of Surry Power Station Unit 1 was performed in October, 1992 and
included the following personnel:
Michael Kacmarcik

Virginia Power

William Gallagher

Virginia Power

Thomas Hsu

Virginia Power

Robert Budnitz

Future Resources Associates

Peter Davis

PRD Consulting

MK. Ravindra

EQE

Wen H. Tong

EQE.

The purposes of the seismic walkdown were to:
1.

Pre-screen all equipment items that have sufficiently high seismic capacities.

2.

Clearly define the failure modes of components which are not pre-screened. Review and
gather detailed information and measurements on equipment and structures for
performing seismic fragility evaluations.

3.

Identify spatial system interaction (SI) concerns that are judged to be potentially serious
problems (such as heavy, questionably secured space heaters or ceiling fixtures over
critical batteries, etc.)

One of the primary objectives of the seismic walkdown was to screen all equipment items that
are judged to have High Confidence of Low Probability of Failure (HCLPF) capacities higher
than 0.3g peak ground acceleration (pga).
· Prior to the walkdown, an initial list of components was made available based on the
components modeled in the internal event fault trees that were judged to be critical from a
seismic standpoint. Using the plant layout drawings the e 4 uipment locations were identified.
The following provides a list and brief discussion of the structures and equipment identified
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as target areas for seismic walkdown review.
Yard Equipment and Structures:
walkdown included:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Yard equipment and structures reviewed during the

Auxiliary Building
Service Building
Safeguards Building
Emergency Generator Enclosure
Essential Service Water Pumphouse
Emergency Condensate Water Storage Tanks
Refueling Water Storage Tanks
Emergency Condensate Make-up Tanks
Underground Fuel Oil Tanks.

A cursory walkdown was performed on the turbine building since only the component cooling
water heat exchangers are located in this building. The concrete internal structure and the
containment building were not reviewed since both units were in operation. Seismic review of
these structures was performed using primarily the as-built structural drawings.
Equipment: The Surry plant layout drawings were reviewed prior to the walkdown to locate
mechanical and electrical equipment identified on the equipment list. Seismic Evaluation
Walkdown Sheets (SEWS) were prepared for each component to record detailed information for
fragility evaluation.
All of the major equipment components identified by the system analysts were reviewed during •
the walkdown in accordance with the procedures discussed in the section below. Generically
reviewed components included piping, valves, ducting, cable trays, and instrument racks.
5.2.2 Walkdown Procedures

5.2.2.1 Structures: Information necessary for seismic evaluation of civil structures is normally
obtained from design drawings rather than walkdowns. Drawings are reviewed to obtain a
general understanding of construction and configuration of the structures and to identify any
specific data to be obtained during the walkdown. The walkdown of structures is to determine
the following:
o

Verify that the structures are in general conformance with the design drawings

o

Identify any gross deficiencies that might result in reduced capacities

o

Confirm that structural separations indicated on the drawings are provided

o

Obtain structural details not available from the drawings.

5.2.2.2 Equipment: Components which were reasonably accessible and located in non-radioactive or moderately radioactive environments were reviewed. To assess components in
high-radioactive environments, or within contaminated containment, smaller inspection teams
and more hurried inspection were employed. For components which were not accessible, the
equipment inspection relied on alternate means such as p~10tographic inspection and seismic
reanalysis.
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In the event that the walkdown team had a reasonable basis for assuming that a group of
components is similar and is similarly anchored, then only a single component of this group was
inspected. The "similarity-basis" was developed during the walkdown. The one component of
each type which was selected was thoroughly inspected. The other components were then
reviewed during the walkdown to ensure similarity with the selected unit. Outliers, lack of
similarity, anchorage which was different from that shown on drawings or prescribed in the
criteria for that component, potential SI problems, situations that are at odds with the team
members' past experience, and any other areas of concern were looked for during the
walkdown. When such concerns surfaced, the limited sample size of one component of each
type for thorough inspection was increased. The increase in sample size which should be
inspected depended upon the number of outliers and different anchorages, etc., which were
observed. The following provides specific procedures used for the review of different classes
of equipment inspected during the walkdown.
Tanks. Design drawings for the tanks and their foundations and or supports were reviewed to
obtain a general understanding of the tank configurations and anchorage details. Walkdown
procedures for the tanks included the following:
o

Verification that the overall tank configuration and anchorage details conform with the
design drawings.

o

Review of piping flexibility and other attachments to identify any potential sources of
damage due to seismic anchor movement.

o

Inspection of any unique features, which are not common to tanks, but are identified
during a review of the drawings.

o

Identification and inspection of potential sources for seismic interaction.

Pumps. Historical performance during past earthquakes of horizontal and vertical pumps has
shown high seismic capacities. The walkdown procedures concentrated on:
o

Verifying pump and motor anchorage including type of anchorage, foundation
configuration and integrity.

o

Reviewing potential nozzle loads and piping flexibility.

o

Identifying interaction potential from attached or adjacent components.

Heat Exchangers. Walkdown procedures for heat exchangers concentrated on:
o

Reviewing the supports including support saddles and anchorage details between the
saddles and the concrete piers.

o

Reviewing nozzle loads and piping flexibility.

o

Identifying interaction potential from attached or adjacent components.

SEWS sheets were used to record configuration and dimensional data from the walkdown for
heat exchanger support, anchorage, and attached or adjacent component interaction potential
details that were not available from the plant data reviewed prior to the walkdown.
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Diesel Generators. Past performance of diesel generators demonstrates their lower bound . ;
capacity levels higher than 0.5g pga. The walkdown procedures concentrated on:
o

Reviewing anchorage and support integrity, noting if any vibration isolators were present.

o

Reviewing the peripherals such as engine control panel, diesel day tank, fuel oil lines, air
intake and exhaust ducting, and starting air receiver for positive anchorage.

SEWS sheets were used during the walkdown to record any problem areas encountered.
Electrical Distribution Equipment. Walkdown procedures for electrical distribution equipment
included:
o

Reviewing and collecting anchorage details of the cabinet or enclosures for subsequent
analytical review.

o

Verifying that the internal instruments and components are positively attached to the
cabinet framing or enclosure walls and that the device mountings are not excessively
flexible.

o

Identifying any system spatial interaction problems or flood or spray concerns.

Past performance of electrical distribution equipment during earthquakes suggests lower bound
seismic capacities to exceed 0.5g pga, providing the equipment and internals, instruments,
breakers, contactors, etc., are properly anchored.
HY AC. Two procedures for reviewing the HY AC equipment were used:
o

For HVAC equipment found mounted on vibration isolators, a detailed walkdown review
was performed.

o

For HV AC equipment found positively anchored to a supporting structure, an engineering
judgmental evaluation was performed and documented during the walkdown.

HY AC equipment positively anchored, as well as vibration isolator supported equipment with
positive lateral restraints, have performed well during past earthquakes.
The review for HY AC equipment mounted on vibration isolators included recording the
dimensional data and support configuration sufficient to perform an analytical evaluation
after the walkdown.
The review of components in the second case included air intake and exhaust dampers, and
exhaust fans. The walkdown review assessed anchorage and any seismic deficiencies present
in order to judge that the component has a high seismic capacity. The predominant form of
documentation for these components was the use of photographs to record the walkdown
findings.
HY AC Ducting. The walkdown procedures consisted of two approaches:
o

Inspecting samples of the ducting system selected during the walkdown.
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o

Inspecting the ducting in close proximity to the HVAC equipment components reviewed.
This includes:
i)

Vertical and lateral load resisting members of the ducting

ii)

Any possible anchor point displacements that could impart significant loads to
connected ducting

Documentation consisted of noting any anomalies and taking several photographs.
Valves. Walkdown procedures consisted of a review of valves identified in the equipment list.
Areas of concern reviewed during the walkdown included observing interaction potential
between the valve operator and adjacent structure or component, evaluation of oversized or
eccentric operators, and reviewing possible anchor point displacements between piping and
valve. SEWS were used to document the walkdowns, and similar valves were reviewed by a less
detailed walkby to verify similarity and to verify the absence of a seismic-interaction concern.
Piping. Past seismic PRA studies and earthquake experience data have shown that welded steel
piping systems have a very high resistance to seismic loads.
Two piping failure modes that were addressed during the walkdown include:
o

Impacting failures of valve operators

o Damage to piping caused by the failure of anchorage of attached equipment.
The valve clearance issue and the equipment anchorage issue were addressed in the evaluation
of the specific equipment component and not as a part of the piping review.
The procedure for walking down the piping system included following the piping layout
drawings to verify support locations, assessing system interaction potential to the piping, and
noting detailed configuration information for piping details that were judged to be of potential
concern. Particular attention was placed on evaluation of nonseismic piping, such as fire
protection piping, and potential impacts on critical components.
Cable Trays. Inspection of the cable trays was performed with a general survey of cable tray
systems in the plant. This general survey was performed to obtain an overview of cable tray
construction throughout the plant. This included a review of the variety of cable tray system
layouts, support configurations, and construction details. The inspection also considered items
identified as being of potential concern, including failure of taut cables due to large relative
displacement, severing of cables caused by sharp edges at the ends of cable trays, and weld
failure.
Instrument Racks. Walkdown procedures of instrument racks consisted of:

•

o

Reviewing and collecting anchorage details of instrument racks supporting instruments.

o

Reviewing and verifying positive attachment of the instruments and components to the
racks.

o

Identifying seismic spatial interaction concerns to instrument tubing or air lines due to
seismic failure of adjacent equipment.
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5.2.3 Walkdown Documentation

Walkdown documentation for equipment and structures consisted of recording the findings
using SEWS farms (Figures 5.2-1 and 5.2-2) and photographs (Figures 5.2-3 through 5.2-18). The
SEWS forms were developed for each particular class of component indicating specific
information required to confirm the high seismic capacity of the component in place as well
as to record details sufficient to perform a seismic fragility evaluation if necessary. The SEWS
forms reflect the varying levels of information required between different classes of equipment depending on their seismic ruggedness (e.g. pumps require little review other than to
verify anchorage and interaction potential whereas HY AC components supported by vibration
isolators require a detailed· review, and thus a greater amount of information must be recorded
for a fragility evaluation).
Photographs were also used to record details of the equipment walkdown review. Photographs
provide a permanent record of what was reviewed and support any notes or details taken
during the walkdown. System interaction concerns were typically documented with
photographs. Additionally, photographs were used in the fragility evaluation to confirm
details taken in the walkdown or to provide additional clarification.
5.2.4 Walkdown Findings

5.2.4.1 Structures
Safety Related Structures: The following safety related structures were surveyed during the
walk down:
o

Auxiliary Building

o

Service Building

o

Emergency Genera tor Enclosure

o

Essential Service Water Pumphouse

o

Safeguards Building.

These structures are constructed of reinforced concrete except the service building which
consists of a structural steel superstructure and a reinforced concrete substructure.
Information required to develop structural fragilities is obtained primarily from the structural
drawings. Thus, the seismic walkdown review of building structures was limited to
verification of building separations and identification of block walls which may pose a seismic
interaction concern to safety related equipment components.
Block Walls: Masonry block walls that are located adjacent to safety related equipment were
noted in several places such as the 125V DC battery enclosures (Figures 5.2-3 and 5.2-4), the
control room, and the oil storage room of the ESW pumphouse. Seismic retrofits resulting from
the I.E. Bulletin No. 80-11 activities were observed at these masonry walls. In the I.E. Bulletin
80-11 reevaluation effort, all safety related masonry block walls in the Category I structures
of Surry Station were identified and were modified subsequently as needed.
Yard Tanks: Ground mounted storage yard tanks included in the walkdown are the emergency
condensate water storage tank (CST), emergency condensate makeup tank, refueling water
storage tank (R WST), and underground fuel oil tanks. The CST is a large diameter vertical
storage tank completely enclosed in a reinforced concrete structure (Figure 5.2-5). It is
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marginally anchored to the concrete foundation with only four (4) anchor bolts. Detailed
information for fragility evaluation is obtained from vendor drawings and foundation
drawings.
The emergency condensate makeup tank is a 100,000 gallon horizontal tank half-buried and
continuously supported on well compacted backfill. The tank is enclosed with a reinforced
concrete structure (Figure 5.2-6). The diesel fuel oil storage tanks are horizontal tanks buried
underground. The tanks are accessible only through reinforced concrete hatches at the plant
grade. Review of these tanks relied on the drawings.
The RWST is a vertical flat bottom storage tank with a nominal radius of 19 feet. The height
of the contents is about 47 feet. The tank is sprayed with light weight insulation material
(Figure 5.2-7). Thus, details of bolt and bolt chairs were not visible. The adjacent tall vessel,
refueling water chemical additive tank, as noted in Figure 5.2-7 is a potential seismic
interaction source that could impact the RWST. Details for the RWST fragility evaluation were
obtained from vendor drawings and foundation drawings.
5.2.4.2 Equipment
The Surry seismic walkdown reviewed the majority of the equipment components included in
the study except RHR pumps and RHR heat exchangers which are located inside the
containment. The following provides brief summaries for various classes of equipment
reviewed during the walkdown.
Cable Trays: Cable tray systems in the plant were sampled. Both trapeze and floor mounted
supports were observed as shown in Figure 5.2-8 and 5.2-9. No seismic deficiency was noted.
Mechanical Equipment: With few exceptions, the mechanical equipment including piping,
valves, pumps, vessels and heat exchangers, was well anchored and appeared rugged in
construction. Based on our experience with similar equipment in past earthquakes and in
conducting other PRAs, we do not expect mechanical equipment in general to be dominant
contributors to seismic risk. Each of the exceptions noted during the seismic walkdown is
discussed next.
Low Head Safety Injection (LHSI) Pumps: These are long shaft vertical pumps located at
Elevation 13 feet of the safeguards building. The pump casing is laterally supported at the top·
(Elevation 13'-4") and bottom (Elevation -28'-l"). The upper lateral support of the casing
consists of a pair of upper and lower steel angle brackets which are anchored to the containment wall as shown in Figure 5.2-10. The Unit 1 pump upper lateral support brackets are
attached to the vibration plate of the pump casing by frictional assembly as shown in Figure
5.2-10. The frictional assembly of the Unit 2 pump was observed to be replaced with welds.
The eff ~cts of differential movements between the containment wall and the safeguards building to the LHSI pumps may be of concern but was not included in this analysis.
Component Cooling Water Heat Exchangers: The component cooling water heat exchangers are
located at the ground floor of the turbine building. There are four shell and tube type heat
exchangers. The upper two exchangers are supported on a heavy braced steel frame as shown
in Figures 5.2-11 and 5.2-12. The lower two exchangers are supported on concrete piers as
shown in Figure 5.2-13. Seismic retrofits at the interface of the support saddles and the
concrete piers were observed as shown in Figure 5.2-13.
Electrical and Control Equipment: Some concerns for the following electrical equipment were
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Electrical and Control Equipment: Some concerns for the following electrical equipment were
noted during the walkdown:
o

480V Unitrol Motor Control Centers

o

Normal Service Buses A, B, and C.

480-Volt Unitrol Motor Control Centers: The Unitrol MCCs were observed in the emergency
switchgear room and the cable vault areas. These MCCs appeared to be well constructed.
However, the MCCs were not opened for inspection during the walkdown since they were
energized. Thus, mounting of the internal components, bolting of the adjacent cabinets and
base anchorage of the MCC cabinets were not inspected. Some MCCs were observed to be
backed up against walls. Therefore, welding between the base channels and the steel embeds
could not be verified.
Normal Service Buses: These buses are located in the emergency switchgear room in the service
building. The cabinets of these buses appeared to be well constructed. However, the anchorage
of the cabinets was not verified during the walkdown since the buses were energized.
Control Instrumentation Panels: Various control panels and bench boards are located in the
control room. The safety injection and auxiliary f eedwater bench boards were observed to
have low profiles and anchored to the floor. The vital bus distribution panels (35" high by 20"
wide by 6" deep) are wall-mounted units in an area behind the control room panels (Figure
5.2-14). The units appeared to be well mounted. No concern with the control instrumentation
panels was noted during the walkdown.
Batteries: All 125V battery banks were reviewed for construction of the battery cells (Exide
G), flexibility of the cables, spacers between the cells and between the cells and racks, and
construction and anchorage of the battery racks. A typical battery bank reviewed is shown in
Figure 5.2-15. All the batteries and battery racks reviewed in the seismic walkdown were
found to be well constructed and well anchored. The battery enclosures were constructed of
masonry block walls. Retrofits of these walls in response to IE Bulletin No. 80-11 were
observed during the walkdown.
Off site Power: A walkdown review of the switchyard components was performed. Equipment
observed in the Surry switchyard is similar to what has been observed by the team members in
other east coast power stations. Both the live tank design (Figure 5.2-16) and dead tank design
(Figure 5.2-17) circuit breakers were observed in the switchyard. Circuit breakers of live tank
design have been found to be susceptible to earthquake damage due to the heavy mass at the
top of the porcelain bushing. Furthermore, anchorage of the steel support frames of these
circuit breakers to the concrete foundation mat is provided by friction clips as shown in Figure
5.2-18. Heavy equipment anchored by similar friction clips were found to have moved in past
earthquakes due to failure of the anchorage.
Seismic Spatial Interactions: Only a few potential seismic spatial interaction (SI) concerns were
noted during the seismic walkdown. The SI concerns can be categorized into two groups:
o

Impact of control room control panels or electrical cabinets by an adjacent unanchored
bookcase.

o

Impact of 125V battery banks by the masonry block enclosure. Seismic retrofits of these
walls were observed in the walkdown such that the SI concerns were judged to be not
significant.
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5.3

Seismic Fragility Evaluation

5.3.1 Seismic Fragility Methodology

The seismic fragility of a structure or equipment is defined as the conditional probability of
its failure at a given value of peak ground acceleration. The methodology for evaluating the
seismic fragilities of structures and equipment is documented in (Ref. Ravindra and Kennedy
(1983); PRA Procedures Guide (1983), and Kennedy and Ravindra (1984)). It has been
developed and applied in over twenty-five seismic PRAs.
The objective of fragility evaluation is to estimate the ground acceleration capacity of a given
component. This capacity is defined as the peak ground acceleration value at which the seismic
response of a given component located at a specified point in the structure exceeds the
component's resistance, resulting in its failure. The ground acceleration capacity of the
component is estimated using information on plant design bases, responses calculated at the
design-analysis stage, as-built dimensions, and material properties. The ground acceleration
capacity is a random variable which can be described completely by its probability distribution.
However, there is uncertainty in the estimation of the parameters of this distribution, the exact
shape of this distribution, and in the appropriate failure model for the component. For any
postulated failure model and set of parameter values and shape of the probability distribution,
a fragility curve depicting the conditional probability of failure as a function of ground
acceleration can be obtained. Hence, for different models and parameter assumptions, one
could obtain different fragility curves. A satisfactory way to consider these uncertainties is
to represent the component fragility by means of a family of fragility curves obtained as
above; a subjective probability value is assigned to each curve to reflect the analyst's degree
of belief in the model that yielded the particular fragility curve.
At any acceleration value, the component fragility (i.e., conditional probability of failure)
varies from O to I; this variation is represented by a subjective probability distribution. On
this distribution we can find a fragility value (say, 0.01) that corresponds to the cumulative
subjective probability of 5%. We have 5% cumulative subjective probability (confidence) that
the fragility is less than 0.01. Similarly, we can find a fragility value for which we have a
confidence of 95%. Note that these statements can be made without reference to any probability model. Using this procedure, the median (50%); high (95%), and low (5%) confidence
fragility curves can be drawn. On the high confidence curve, we can locate the fragility value
of 5%; the acceleration corresponding to this fragility on the high confidence curve is the so
called HCLPF (High Confidence Low Probability of Failure) capacity of the component. By
characterizing the component fragility through a family of fragility curves, the analyst has expressed all his knowledge about the seismic capacity of the component along with the
uncertainties. Given the same information, two analysts with similar experience and expertise
would produce approximately the same fragility curves. Development of the family of
fragility curves using different failure models and parameters for a large number of
components in a seismic PRA is impractical if it is done as described above. Hence, a simple
model for the fragility was proposed as described in the above cited references. In the
following this fragility model is described.
5.3.1.1 Fragility Model
The entire fragility family for an element corresponding to a particular failure mode can be
expressed in terms of the best estimate of the median ground acceleration capacity, Am, and
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two random variables. Thus, the ground acceleration capacity, A, is given by
(Eq. 5.3-1)

•

in which eR and eu are random variables with unit medians, representing, respectively, the
inherent randomness about the median and the uncertainty in the median value. In this model,
we assume that both eR and eu are lognormally distributed with logarithmic standard
deviations, BR and Bu, respectively. The formulation for fragility given by Eq. (5.3-1) and the
assumption of lognormal distribution allow easy development of the family of fragility curves
which appropriately represents fragility uncertainty. For the quantification of fault trees in
the plant system and accident sequence analyses, the uncertainty in fragility needs to be
expressed in a range of conditional failure probabilities for a given ground acceleration. This
is achieved as explained below:
With perfect knowledge (i.e., only accounting for the random variability, BR), the conditional
probability of failure, f 0 , for a given peak ground acceleration level, a, is given by
(Eq. 5.3-2)
where t(.) is the standard Gaussian cumulative distribution function. The relationship between
f O and a is the median fragility curve plotted in Figure 5.3-1 for a component with a median
ground acceleration capacity Am= 0.87g and BR= 0.25. For the median conditional probability
of failure range of 5% to 95%, the ground acceleration capacity would range from 0.58g to
1.31g.
When the modeling uncertainty Bu is included, the fragility becomes a random variable
(uncertain). At each acceleration value, the fragility f can be represented by a subjective
probability density function. The subjective probability, Q (also known as "confidence") of not
exceeding a fragility f' is related to f' by

w- 1 (Q))/ Ba]

f'

=

W[(ln(a/Am + Bu

Q

=

P[f < f'I a] i.e., the subjective probability (confidence) that the conditional probability of failure, f, is less than f' for a peak ground acceleration

•

(Eq. 5.3-3)

where

a
=

the inverse of the standard Gaussian cumulative distribution function.

For example, the conditional probability of failure f' at acceleration 0.6g that has a 95%
nonexceedance subjective probability (confidence) is obtained from Eq. (5.3-3) as 0.79. The 5%
to 95% probability (confidence) interval on the failure at 0.6g is Oto 0.79 with a median value
of 0.068 and mean of 0.20. Subsequent computations are made easier by discretizing the
random variable probability of failure f into different intervals and deriving a probability qi
for each interval (Figure 2-2). Note that the sum of the qi probabilities associated with all the
intervals is unity. The process develops a family of fragility curves, each with an associated
probability qi.
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The median ground acceleration capacity Am and its variability estimates BR and Bu are
evaluated by taking into account the safety margins inherent in capacity predictions, response
analysis, and equipment qualification, as explained below.
5.3.1.2 Failure Modes
The first step in generating fragility curves such as those in Figure 5.3-1 is to develop a clear
definition of what constitutes failure for each of the critical elements in the plant. This
definition of failure must be agreeable to both the structural analyst generating the fragility
curves and the systems analyst who must judge the consequences of component failure. Several
modes of failure (each with a different consequence) may have to be considered and fragility
curves may have to be generated for each of these modes. The following definitions of failure
are assumed for structures and equipment.
Structures: For elements of structures which support safety related equipment, failure is
assumed to occur when inelastic deformations due to seismic motions are large enough to
potentially affect the operability of equipment or when a concrete wall is cracked sufficiently
so that equipment attachments fail. This is a conservative definition of failure of a structure,
and is at a lower acceleration level than the acceleration level for total collapse of a building.
Considerable margin exists for structural collapse compared to the capacities calculated for
failure related to equipment (functional and structural failure modes). Also, a structural
failure has been generally assumed to result in a common cause failure of multiple safety
systems, housed in the same structure. Structures which are susceptible to sliding are
considered to have failed when sufficient sliding deformation has occurred to fail buried or
interconnecting piping or electrical duct banks.
Equipment: Safety related equipment is assumed to fail when it can no longer perform its
function. Failure can be caused by either direct failure (i.e. structural failure) or functional
failure due to inertial loads or relative displacement-induced loading, or indirect failure caused
by failure of an adjacent structure or component which can fall onto and fail the safety related
equipment. Structural failure includes bending, buckling of supports, anchor bolt pullout, etc.
Functional failures include binding of valves, excessive deflection, and relay trip or chatter.
It may be possible to identify the failure mode most likely to be caused by the seismic event
by reviewing the equipment design and considering only that mode. Otherwise, fragility curves
are developed based on the premise that the component could fail in any one of many potential
failure modes. Identification of the credible modes of failure is largely based on the analyst's
experience and judgment. Review of plant design criteria, calculated stress levels in relation
to the allowable limits, qualification test results, seismic fragility evaluation studies done on
other plants, and reported failures (in past earthquakes, in licensee event reports and fragility
tests) are useful in this task.
Consideration should also be given to the potential for soil failure modes (e.g., liquefaction, toe
bearing pressure failure, base slab uplift, and slope failures). For buried equipment (i.e., piping
and tanks), failure due to lateral soil pressures may be an important mode. Seismically induced
failures of structures or equipment under impact of another structure or equipment (e.g., a
crane) may also be a consideration.
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5.3.1.3 Estimation of Fragility Parameters
In estimating fragility parameters, it is convenient to work in terms of an intermediate random
variable called the factor of safety. The factor of safety, F, on ground acceleration capacity
above the safe shutdown earthquake level specified for design, AssE• is defined as follows:
A

=

F

=

F AssE
Actual seismic capacity of element
Actual response due to SSE
Actual seismic capacity of element
Calculated capacity
X

Calculated capacity
Design response due to SSE

X

Design response due to SSE
Actual response due to SSE

F is further simplified as:
Actual seismic capacity of element
Design response due to SSE

F

X

Design response due to SSE
Actual response due to SSE

F

(Eq. 5.3-4)

The median factor of safety, Fm, can be directly related to the median ground acceleration
capacity, Am, as:
(Eq. 5.3-5)
The logarithmic standard deviations of F, representing inherent randomness and uncertainty,
are identical to those for the ground acceleration capacity A.
5.3.1.4 Structural fragility
For structures, the factor of safety can be modeled as the product of three random variables:
(Eq. 5.3-6)

F

The strength factor, F 5, represents the ratio of ultimate strength (or strength at loss-of-function) to the stress calculated for AssE· In calculating the value of F 8, the nonseismic portion
of the total load acting on the structure is subtracted from the strength as follows:
(Eq. 5.3-7)
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·where Sis the strength of the structural element for the specific failure mode, PN is the normal
operating load (i.e., dead load, operating temperature load, etc.) and PT is the total load on the
structure (i.e., sum of the seismic load for AssE and the normal operating load). For higher
earthquake levels, other transients (e.g., SRV discharge, and turbine trip) may have a high
probability of occurring simultaneously with the earthquake; the definition of PN in such cases
should be extended to include the loads from these transients.
The inelastic energy absorption factor (ductility), F 11, accounts for the fact that an earthquake
represents a limited energy source and many structures or equipment items are capable of
absorbing substantial amounts of energy beyond yield without loss-of-function. A suggested
method to determine the deamplification effect resulting from inelastic energy dissipation involves the use of ductility modified response spectra (Ref. Newmark, 1977). The deamplification factor is primarily a function of the ductility ratio µ defined as the ratio of maximum
displacement to displacement at yield. More recent analyses (Ref. Riddell and Newmark, 1979)
have shown the deamplification factor to be a function of system damping. One might estimate
a median value of µ for low-rise concrete shear walls (typical of auxiliary building walls) of
4.0. The corresponding median F 11 value would be 2.4. The variabilities in the inelastic energy
absorption factor, F 11, are estimated as Ba = 0.21 and Bu = 0.21, taking into account the
uncertainty in the predicted relationship between F , µ, and system damping.
11

The structure response factor, Fas, recognizes that in the design analyses structural response
was computed using specific (often conservative) deterministic response parameters for the
structure. Because many of these parameters are random (often with wide variability) the
actual response may differ substantially from the design-calculated response for a given peak
ground acceleration.
The structure response factor, Fas, is modeled as a product of factors influencing the response
variability:

=

(Eq. 5.3-8)

FsA =

spectral shape factor representing variability in ground motion and associated
ground response spectra

F+

=

direction factor representing the variability in the two earthquake direction
response spectral values about the mean value

FIi

=

damping factor representing variability in response due to difference between
actual damping and design damping

FM

=

modeling factor accounting for uncertainty in response due to modeling
assumptions

FMc =

mode combination factor accounting for variability in response due to the
method used in combining dynamic modes of response

FEc =

earthquake component combination factor accounting for variability in response
due to the method used in combining earthquake components

Fas
where

•
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F 80 =

factor to reflect the reduction with depth of seismic input

F 88 =

factor to account for the effect of soil-structure interaction

The median and logarithmic standard deviations of F are expressed as:
(Eq. 5.3-9)
and
(B S 2 + B U 2 + J3 SA2 + --- + J3SS 2)1/2

(Eq. 5.3-1 O)

The logarithmic standard deviation BF is further divided into random variability, BR, and
uncertainty, Bu· To obtain the median ground acceleration capacity Am the median factor of
safety, Fm• is multiplied by the safe shutdown earthquake peak ground acceleration.
5.3.1.5 Equipment Fragility
For equipment and other components, the factor of safety is composed of a capacity factor, F6
a structure response factor, FR8 ; and an equipment response (relative to the structure) factor,
FRE. Thus,
(Eq. 5.3-11)
The capacity factor F 0 for the equipment is the ratio of the acceleration level at which the
equipment ceases to perform its intended function to the seismic design level. This acceleration
level could correspond to a breaker tripping in a switchgear, excessive deflection of the control
rod drive tubes, or failure of a steam generator support. The capacity factor for the equipment
may be calculated as the product of F 8 and F ii· The strength factor, F 8, is calculated using Eq.
(5.3-7). The strength, S, of equipment is a function of the failure mode. Equipment failures
can be classified into three categories:
1. Elastic functional failures

2. Brittle failures
3. Ductile failures.
Elastic functional failures involve the loss of intended function while the component is stressed
below its yield point. Examples of this type of failure include the following:
o Elastic buckling in tank walls and component supports
o Excessive blade deflection in fans
o Shaft seizure in pumps.
The strength of the component is considered to be the load level at which functional failure
occurs.
Brittle failure modes are those which have little or no system inelastic energy absorption
capability. Examples include the following:
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o Anchor bolt failures
o Component support weld failures
o Shear pin failures.
Each of these failure modes has the ability to absorb some inelastic energy on the component
level, but the plastic zone is very localized and the system ductility for an anchor bolt or a
support weld is very small. The strength of the component failing in a brittle mode is therefore
calculated using the ultimate strength of the material.
Ductile failure modes are those in which the structural system can absorb a significant amount
of energy through inelastic deformation. Examples include the following:
o Pressure boundary failure of piping
o Structural failure of cable trays and ducting
o Polar crane failure.
The strength of the component failing in a ductile mode is calculated using the yield strength
of the material for tensile loading. For flexural loading, the strength is defined as the limit
load or load to develop a plastic hinge..

•

The inelastic energy absorption factor, F 11, for a piece of equipment is a function of the
ductility ratio, µ. The median value F 11 is considered close to 1.0 for brittle and functional
failure modes. For ductile failure modes of equipment that respond in the amplified
acceleration region of the design spectrum (i.e., 2 to 8 Hz):
F

11

=

e (2µ - 1) 112

(Eq. 5.3-12)

where e is a random variable reflecting the error in Eq. (5.3-12) and has a median value of 1.0
and a logarithmic standard deviation, Bu, ranging from 0.02 to 0.10 (increasing with the ductility ratio). For rigid equipment, F is given by
11

=

e µ0.13

(Eq. 5.3-13)

Again, e is a random variable of median equal to 1.0 and logarithmic standard deviation
ranging from 0.02 to 0.10.
The median and logarithmic standard deviation of ductility ratios for different equipment are
calculated considering recommendations of (Newmark, 1977). This reference gives a range of
ductility ratios to be used for design. The upper end of this range might be considered to
represent approximately the median value, while the lower end of the range might be estimated
at about two logarithmic standard deviations below the median.
The equipment response factor FRE, is the ratio of equipment response calculated in the design
to the realistic equipment response; both responses are calculated for design floor spectra. FRE
is the factor of safety inherent in the computation of equipment response. It depends upon the
response characteristics of the equipment and is influenced by some of the variables listed
under Eq. (5.3-8). These variables differ according to the seismic qualification procedure. For
equipment qualified by dynamic analysis, the important variables that influence response and
variability are as follows:

•
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o

Qualification method (QM)

o

Spectral shape (SA) - including the effects of peak broadening and smoothing, and
artificial time history generation

o

Modeling (affects mode shape and frequency results) (M)

o

Damping ( o)

o

Combination of modal responses (for response spectrum method) (MC)

o

Combination of earthquake components (EC).

For rigid equipment qualified by static analysis, all variables, except the qualification method,
are not significant. The equipment response factor is the ratio of the specified static
coefficient divided by the zero period acceleration of the floor level where the equipment is
mounted. If the equipment is flexible and was designed via the static coefficient method, the
dynamic characteristics of the equipment must be considered. This requires estimating the
fundamental frequency and damping, if the equipment responds predominantly in one mode.
The equipment response factor is the ratio of the static coefficient to the spectral acceleration
at the equipment fundamental frequency.
Where testing is conducted for seismic qualification, the response factor must take into account
the following:
o

Qualification method (QM)

o

Spectral shape (SA)

o

Boundary conditions in the test versus installation (BC)

o

Damping ( o)

o

Spectral test method (sine beat, sine sweep, complex waveform, etc.) (STM)

o

Multi-directional effects (MDE).

•

The overall equipment response factor is the product of these factors of safety corresponding
to each of the variables identified above. The median and logarithmic.standard deviations for
randomness and uncertainty are estimated following Eqs. (5.3-9) and (5.3-10).
The structural response factor, Fas, is based on the response characteristics of the structure at
the location of component (equipment) support. The variables pertinent to the structural
response analyses used to generate floor spectra for equipment design are the only variables of
interest to equipment fragility. Time-history analyses using the same structural models used
to conduct structural response analysis for structural design are typically used to generate floor
spectra. The applicable variables are as follows:
o

Spectral shape

o

Damping

o

Modeling

o

Soil-structure interaction.
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For equipment with a seismic capacity level that has been reached while the structure is still
within the elastic range, the structural response factors should be calculated using damping
values corresponding to less than yield conditions (e.g., about 5% median damping for
reinforced concrete). The combination of earthquake components is not included in the
structural response since the variable is to be addressed for specific equipment orientation in
the treatment of equipment response.
Median Fm and variability BR and Bu estimates are made for each of the parameters affecting
capacity and response factors of safety. These median and variability estimates are then
combined using the properties of lognormal distributions in accordance with Eqs. (5.3-6),
(5.3-8), and (5.3-11) to obtain the overall median factor of safety Fm and variability BR and Bu
estimates required to define the fragility curves for the structure or equipment. For each
variable affecting the factor of safety, the random (BR) and uncertainty (Bu) variabilities must
be separately estimated. The differentiation is somewhat judgmental, but it can be based on
general guidelines. Essentially, BR represents variability due to the randomness of the
earthquake characteristics for the same acceleration and to the structural response parameters
which relate to these characteristics. The dispersion represented by Bu is due to factors such
as the following:
o

Our lack of understanding of structural material properties such as strength, inelastic
energy absorption, and damping.

o

Errors in calculated response due to use of approximate modeling of the structure and
inaccuracies in mass and stiffness representations.

o

Usage of engineering judgment in lieu of complete plant-specific data on fragility levels
of equipment capacities, and responses.

For structures such as concrete shear walls, prestressed concrete containment, steel frames,
ma·sonry walls, field-erected tanks, and buried structures, the fragility parameters are generally
estimated using plant-specific information. For major passive equipment (e.g., reactor pressure
vessel, steam generator, reactor coolant pump, recirculation pump, major vessels, heat
exchangers, and major piping), it is preferable to develop plant-specific fragilities using
original design analyses.
For certain types of passive equipment that are used in very large quantities (e.g., piping and
supports, cable trays and supports, HV AC ducting and supports, conduit, and miscellaneous
vessels and heat exchangers), it is generally necessary to use generic fragilities. For active
equipment, use of a combination of generic and plant-specific information is needed to develop
fragilities.
5.3.2 Surry Seismic Fragilities

The seismic fragilities of equipment included in the Surry low power probabilistic risk
assessment are presented in Table 5.3-1. Selection of these equipment items was discussed in
Section 5.2. Detailed discussions of the fragility evaluation are provided in this section.
Structural responses (i.e., floor response spectra) generated from the probabilistic response
analyses for the Surry IPEEE program were used to develop the equipment fragilities.
Fragilities of Category I structures were not included in this study. The previous study (Ref.
Bohn et al., 1990) showed that Surry Category I structures generally were not significant
seismic risk contributors.
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5.3.2.1 Median-Centered Response Analysis
The median-centered in-structure response spectra generated from probabilistic response
analyses were used for evaluating Surry equipment fragilities. The advantages of using the
probabilistic response results for fragility evaluation are:
o

The probabilistic response analysis is based on the best-estimates of input parameters and
analysis procedures leading to median estimate of seismic response.

o

Variability in the response resulting from variations in earthquake ground motion
(spectral shape), the physical properties of the soil-structure system and the ability to
model them are explicitly acknowledged and propagated throughout the analysis.

•

Detailed discussions of the Surry response analyses can be found in EQE's report (Ref. EQE,
1992). The following information provides a brief summary of the Surry response analyses and
their results:
·
I.

Category I structures were modeled as three-dimensional stick models with lumped masses.
Eccentricities were explicitly considered in the models. Important structural parameters
such as hysteretic damping and natural frequencies varied around their median values to
account for uncertainties.

2.

Soil-structure interaction effects were considered for all dynamic analyses. For each
structure the foundation embedment was considered and frequency dependent impedance
and scattering functions were calculated for each strain compatible soil case. Soil
parameters varied around their median values to account for uncertainty.

3.

Horizontal 10,000 year return period EPRI Uniform Hazard Spectra anchored to 0.15g,
0.30g, and 0.45g were used for input ground motion. Ensembles of thirty earthquake time
histories were developed such that the median and the standard deviation of their spectra
match the median and the standard deviation of the targets.

4.

Median and 84th percentile in-structure response spectra were generated at 5% damping
at all major floors of each Category I structure.

The use of Surry in-structure response spectra for developing seismic fragility of an equipment
item supported in a Category I structure is illustrated by an example in Section 5.3.3.
5.3.2.2 Screening of Equipment
Surry equipment that is inherently seismically rugged was screened from detailed fragility
evaluation. Such equipment included all the horizontal motor driven pumps, small shell and
tube type heat exchangers, and emergency diesel generators (including peripherals). Screening
of equipment was performed following the procedures in (Ref. EPRI, 1988) including the
seismic walkdown review and equipment anchorage evaluation. The 84th percentile floor
response spectra from the probabilistic response analyses were used for anchorage evaluation.
Motor and air operated valves (MOY and AOV) were screened out after the walkdown review
confirmed that there were no concerns of excessively high and heavy operator and seismic
interaction of soft targets on the valves.
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5.3.2.3 Generic Equipment Seismic Fragilities
Some equipment items in this study were assigned generic seismic fragilities for the following
reasons:
o

Some equipment was not reviewed during the walkdown due to inaccessibility, such as
RHR pumps and heat exchangers

o

Some anchorages could not be verified during the walkdown since the equipment was
energized and could not be opened. This included the motor control centers and the
distribution bus.

o

Some itmes lacked design information such as as-built drawings for performing fragility
evaluation.

For these equipment items, conservatively estimated seismic fragility values which were
developed either from limited design information or from a review of (Ref. Bohn et al., 1990)
and (Ref. Campbell et al., 1988) were assigned as indicated in Table 5.3-1.
5.3.2.4 Surry Specific Equipment Fragilities

••

For the remaining Surry shutdown components, seismic fragilities were calculated following
the methodology discussed in Section 5.2 using information such as walkdown data, design
documents, and seismic qualification packages. The seismic demand on equipment was
calculated using the median-centered floor response spectra. Since uncertainties in structural
damping, modeling (natural frequency) and soil-structure interaction and randomness of
earthquake ground motion (i.e. spectral shape) were explicitly included in the probabilistic
response analysis, a combined variability, Be can be estimated from the median and 84th
percentile floor response spectra as shown in the example given in Section 5.3.3. Other
variabilities associated with structural response factors such as mode shape, mode combination,
and earthquake components combination were individually calculated and incorporated in the
final equipment fragilities.
5.3.3 Example of Equipment Fragility Evaluation

In this section, we describe the seismic fragility derivation of the low head safety injection
(LHSI) pump. The LHSI pump is a vertical pump located in the Safeguards Building. It
consists of a motor, a discharge head, pump shaft, pump column, and a pump casing.
Two lateral supports are provided to the pump casing, i.e., an upper support at Elevation 13'-4"
(pump casing attached to the containment wall) and a lower support at Elevation (-) 28'-1"
(casing bolted to the Safeguards Building basemat). The upper support consists of a pair of top
and a pair of bottom steel brackets (or weldments) which are anchored to the containment wall
with Red Head bolts. The pump column is attached to the discharge head flange at the top and
is laterally supported by two intermediate lateral restraints at Elevation (-)4'-l" and Elevation
(-)24'-1", respectively. The unsupported length of the pump column is about 20 feet .

•
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Equipment Capacity Factor
Strength Factor: The design calculations of the pump were reviewed in the course of the
fragility evaluation. Loadings considered for the seismic analysis of the pump included:
o

OBE (horizontal and vertical directions)

o

SSE (horizontal and vertical directions)

o

Dead loads

o

Operating loads

o

Piping loads

o

Containment displacements due to pressure (LOCA) and seismic environments.

The dynamic response spectrum method was used for the seismic analyses. Each of the pump
major components including pump column, pump casing, pump shaft, discharge head, motor
mounting bolts, pump flange to pump casing bolts, suction and discharge nozzles, and pump
column flange bolts, was designed for the loads listed above and the factor of safety (defined
as code allowable to demand) was discussed in the design calculations. Based on review of the
design calculations, the following components were identified as critical and were evaluated
for the fragility development:
o

Discharge head

o

Motor mounting bolts (total of four)

o

Attachment of the upper lateral support to the pump casing.

The strength factor for the most critical failure mode (i.e. motor mounting bolts) is presented
next.

•

The median strength factor (Fsm> of the motor mounting bolts was calculated using the original
design loads and the best estimate bolt capacities along with the best estimate shear-tension
interaction failure criteria for the bolts.
Fsm =

1.26

BR
Bu

=

0

=

0.13

The associated uncertainty included the variation of median bolt material ultimate tensile
strength and failure criteria for bolts subject to both tension and shear.
Ductility Factor: Because the bolt ultimate failure criteria were used for the strength factor
calculation, no more credit is given to the ductility factor. Thus,
Fµm =

1.0

BR
Bu

=

0

=

0
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Thus, the overall equipment capacity factor is
Fem

=

1.26

BR

=

0

Bu

=

0.13

Equipment Response Factors
Qualification Method: A finite element model was used in the design analysis with proper
boundary conditions considered, thus,

= 1.0

FQMm

BR

=

0

Bu

=

0

Spectral Shape: The conservatism in the use of design loads for the strength factor calculation
was adjusted by comparing the design spectral acceleration level with the 5% damped
median-centered floor response spectra at the dominant frequency of the motor.

=

Fssm

7.66

Since the median-centered floor response spectrum was unbroadened and unsmoothed, there
is no SR and Bu associated with peak broadening and smoothing. Variability between the
median and the 84th percentile floor response spectra which is associated with the structural
response factors is considered separately under the structural response factors.
Damping: The 5% damped median floor response spectrum was used in the spectral shape
calculation, thus,
Fam

=

1.0

Estimating that 3% damping is -l.33B from the median value
BR

Bu

=
=

0.19
0

Modeling: Judging that the model used for the design calculation was detailed and adequate
to capture dynamic characteristics of the pump, FM= 1.0 was assigned. Variabilities associated
with the modal frequency and mode shape of the pump are 0.15 and 0.10, respectively. The
variability associated with the median response due to uncertainty of the modal frequency was
estimated to be 0.08. Thus, the total Bu= (0.08 2 + 0.10 2) 112 = 0.13. Note that SR= 0 since there
is no randomness associated with modeling.
Modal Combination: Since the response spectrum method was used and that the modes were
combined using the SRSS method, FMc = 1.0. For the pump motor, the response was judged to
be primarily a single mode response. Thus BR = 0.05 (nominal) and Bu = 0.

•
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Earthquake Component Combination: The design loads used in the strength factor calculation
were obtained by absolute sum of response from one horizontal earthquake component and the
vertical earthquake component. Based on the configuration of the mounting bolts and the
contribution of the two horizontal earthquake components to the bolt tensile and shear loads,
the median earthquake component combination was estimated to be 0.97. Since conservatism
was already included in the estimation of the factor of safety, no value is assigned to .BR to
avoid introducing additional conservatism.
Thus, the overall equipment response factor is:

=
BR =
Bu =

FER

(7 .66) (0.97) = 7.43
0.05
0.23

Structural Response Factor: Variabilities of the following structural response factors are
estimated by using the median and 84th percentile floor response spectra:
o

Spectral shape (input ground motion)

o

Structural damping

o

Structural modeling (frequency only)

o

Soil-structure interaction.

At the fundamental frequency of the motor (i.e 5.58 Hz), the 5% damped median and 84th •
spectral accelerations are 0.175g and 0.225g, respectively. Thus,
B0

=

In(0.225/0.175)

= 0.25

The .BR and Bu were estimated to be 0.19 and 0.16, respectively. By combining them with
variabilities assoc;:iated with the mode shape factor and earthquake component combination of
the building response, the final BR and Bu associated with structural response factors were
estimated to be 0.20 and 0.22, respectively.
Thus, the median peak ground acceleration capacity of the LHSI pump motor mounting bolts
was determined to be:
Am

=

(1.26) (7.43) (1.0) (0.15g)

= 1.40g

The variabilities associated with this median PGA capacity were determined to be 0.21 and
0.34, respectively for BR and Bu, by combining variabilities of equipment capacity factor,
equipment response factor and structural response factors (using Equation 5.3-10).
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Table 5.3-1
V,

SURRY LOW POWER PRA COMPONENTS SEISMIC FRAGILITIES

COMPONENT
ID

COMPONENT DESCRIPTION

Am

HCLPF

~R

(g)

COMMENTS

(g)

RHRP

RHR PUMPS

1.40

0.25

0.35

0.52

Conservatively estimated median
capacity with generic variabilities.

RHRHEX

RHR HEAT EXCHANGERS

2.00

0.25

0.35

0.74

Conservatively estimated median
capacity with generic variabilities.

1-CC-P-1 A/8

Component Cooling Pumps

0.30

Screened per EPRI NP-6041 .

CCWHEX

CCW Heat Exchangers

0.34

Surry specific fragility.

1-CH-P-1 A/8/C

Charging Pumps

Screened per EPAI NP-6041 .

MOV1115-B/D

Charging Pump Suction from RWST

Screened per EPAI NP-6041 •

MOV1867-C/D

MOVs

Screened per EPRI NP-6041.

MOV1842-

MOV

Screened per EPRI NP-6041.

z

RWST

Refueling Water Storage Tank

:,::J
tT1
C')

MDPSW10A/B

Pumps

Screened per EPRI NP-6041.

MDPCC2A/B

Pumps

Screened per EPRI NP-6041.

SW108A/B/C

AOVs

Screened per EPRI NP-6041.

V,

N

vJ

c:::

( ')

0.96

0.75

0.20

0.21

0.27

0.35

0.30

Surry specific fragility.

:,::J

I

°'
.i::..
.i::..

Table 5.3-1 (Continued)
SURRY LOW POWER PRA COMPONENTS SEISMIC FRAGILITIES

COMPONENT

COMPONENT DESCRIPTION

ID

VI

Am

HCLPF

(g)

(g)

COMMENTS

HXCH5A/B/C

Heat Exchangers

Screened per EPRI NP-6041 .

HXCH7 A to F

Heat Exchangers

Screened per EPRI NP-6041.

HXSW1A/B

Heat Exchangers

Screened per EPRI NP-6041 .

MDPS11

LHSI Pumps

1864A/B

MOVs

Screened per EPRI NP-6041.

DG1&3

Emergency Diesel Generators

Screened per EPRI NP-6041 •

1-CS-P-1A

Containment Spray Pump

Screened per EPRI NP-6041.

1-EE-TK-3

Fuel Oil Day Tank

DG1&3

Diesel Fuel Oil Tanks

CNTRL-PNL

Control Panels

1.10

0.21

0.31

0.47

Surry specific fragility.

BATTERIES

Batteries

2.20

0.25

0.35

0.82

Fragility of Batteries 1A/B is assumed
for DG batteries.

AIR-ACCUM

Air Accumulators

1.20

0.21

0.31

0.51

Conservatively estimated capacity.

1.40

0.21

0.34

0.56

Surry specific fragility.

Iv

.i:,.

<

0

rVt

•

>2.0

High median seismic capacity
(>2g) was calculated.
Screened per EPRI NP-6041 .

t,

r

Table 5.3-1 (Continued)
SURRY LOW POWER PRA COMPONENTS SEISMIC FRAGILITIES

COMPONENT
ID

VI

COMPONENT DESCRIPTION

Am

HCLPF

(g)

(g)

1 H1-12

MCCs

0.70

0.25

0.35

0.26

Generic median capacity from
NUREG-1150.

1J1-12

MCCs

0.70

0.25

0.35

0.26

Generic median capacity from
NUREG-1150.

Bus A/B

DC Bus

0.70

0.25

0.35

0.26

Generic median capacity from
NUREG-1150.

Battery 1 A/B

Batteries

2.20

0.25

0.35

0.82

Surry specific fragility.

1864A/B

MOVs

Screened per EPRI NP-6041 .

1-FW-P-3A/B

Motor Driven Aux Feed Pumps

Screened per EPRI NP-6041 .

CST

Emergency Condensate Storage Tanks

0.46

0.21

0.35

0.18

Surry specific fragility.

Offsite Power

Offsite power

0.30

0.25

0.35

0.11

Generic values.

tv

VI

z

C:

~

tr1

0
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COMMENTS

Status
SCREENING EVALUATION WORK SHEET (SEWS)

5~
Equip. ID No. 1-EPD-B-lA

Y N U

Sheet l of 3

Equip. Class 15 - Batteries on Racks

Equipment Description _E. . .E_.
. ./. .1_25_V
. . __BA_TT
__E_RY__l_A__________________________________~
Location: Bldg. SERVICE

Floor El.

Manufacturer, Model, Etc. {optional)
Jc JI :o'.I ( e,..r,~ • f tL \, ..-ff"{j

9.5'
Room,
-------

Row/Col

EMER SWGR

___;;;E;;..;-,e;..;..;;,:clJz_:c.-._ _
~.,___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

~

r•~"-)

SEISMIC CAPACITY VS DEMAND
1.
Elevation where equipment receives seismic input
q.5"
2. Elevation of seismic input below about 40' from grade
(JJ__,..,.N___,.,U,---3. Equipment has fundamental frequency above about 8 Hz
·Y N U~
4.
Capacity based on: Existing Documentation
DOC
Bounding Spectrum
BS
GERS
GERS
5 .. Demand based on:
Ground Res onse Spectrum
GRS
1. 5 x Boun
ectrum
ABD
( onserv. Des. In- tr. Re~. s.r.;Pe:. : c;.;. ._ __.,c.RSJ
Realistic M-Ctr. In-Str. ~esp. Spec.
RRS
Does capacity exceed demand?
CAVEATS - BOUNDING SPECTRUM {Identify with an asterisk{*) those caveats which
are met by intent without meeting the specific wording of the caveat rule and
explain the reason for this conclusion in the COMMENTS section below)
1.
Equipment is included in earthquake experience ·
3) N U N/A
equipment c l a s s : =
2.
Plates of the cells are of lead-calcium~~t-pl~
Plante or of Manchex design
(i) N U N/A
3.
Each individual battery wei hs less t h a n ~ ?
Y N U N/A
4.
Close-fitting, crush res1stan spacers f ~
-¥
two-thirds of vertic space between cells c.r.. ,~ .. 1.4.+•.. -<
Y @ U N/A
Cells restrained by end and side rails
5.
N u-N/A
6.
Racks have longitudinal cross bracing
N U ~
7. Wood racks evaluated to industry accepted standards
N U eJ
8.
Batteries greater than 10 years old specifically
G) N U N/A
evaluated for aging effects
9.
Anchorage adequate {See checklist below for details)
Y N @ N/A
10. Have you looked for and found no other adverse concerns?
(D N U N/A r,..
Is the intent of all the caveats met for Bounding Spectrum?
Y l)U N/A
~,&,\,I.~

$

CAVEATS - GERS (Identify with an asterisk{*) those caveats which
are met by intent without meeting the specific wording of the caveat
rule and explain the reason for this conclusion in the COMMENTS section below)
1. Equipment is included in generic seismic testing
·
equipment class
·y_ N U N/A
2. Meets all Bounding Spectrum caveats
_
Y ·N U N/A
3.
Plates of the cells are of lead-calcium flat-plate
design (i.e., not Manchex design)
Y N U N/A

"* Fer( ~- ba
3 ,,

b4+1~

,,

~)Je .... b~

,,,

.

- ~

- z.

c...- .... sL~ .. 1..1~
h

+ot:."'-J
~

WJ"\.<

~f.

,

Figure 5.2-1 : SEWS of 125V Batteries
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SCREENING EVALUATION WORK SHEET (SEWS)

•

Equip. ID No.

s~

1-EPD-B-IA

Sheet 2 of 3

Equip. Class 15 - Batteries on Racks

Equipment Description -=EE=/.. .;;;.1=25;;..;V-=BA..;;.;TI~ER;..;.Y~l;..;.A_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
CAVEATS - GERS (Cont'd)
4. Batteries supported on two-step racks or
single-tier racks; restrained by double side and end
rails which are symmetrically located with respect to
the cell center-of-gravity
Is the intent of all the caveats met for GERS?
ANCHORAGE
1.
Appropriate equipment characteristics determined
(mass, CG, natural freq., damping, center of rotation)
2.
Type of anchorage covered by GIP µqt; -li..1ilcSizes and locations of anchors determ1ned
3.
4. Adequacy of anchorage installation evaluate~
( w ~ n d length, nuts and washers,~~
~ss"Cetc.)
5. Factorsa"ffectTng anchorage capacity or margin of
safety considered: embedment length, anchor spacing,
free-edge distance, concrete strength/condition, and
concrete cracking
6.
For bolted anchorages, gap under base less than
1/4-inch
7.
Base has adequate stiffness and effect of prying
action on anchors considered
8.
Strength of equipment base and load path
to CG adequate
9.
Embedded steel, grout pad or large concrete
~f
1
pad adequacy evaluated
1,1.,-.:.k......,J d.:-r".cc;t~ -rv t" ,sv,/
Are anchorage requirements met?
?l~b.
INTERACTION EFFECTS
1.
Soft targets free from impact by nearby
equipment or structures
2. Attached lines have adequate flexibility
3.
Overhead equipment or distribution systems are
not likely to collapse
4. Have you looked for and found no other adverse concerns?
Is equipment free of interaction effects?

Y N U

N/A

N U

N/A

m

/"""\
Y N Uf!!_j

N U N/A

N U N/A

·

Y N

8

® N/A

N .u

N/A

u N/A

@N
-*
G) N

u N/A

d)

N

u N/A

N

u ~y

-y

U-N/A
N/A'

U
~~Y

N
'{:[) N

~

~p

IS EQUIPMENT SEISMICALLY ADEQUATE?

a)N U

Y@U

~ f aL ...fv;._~ lx-h..i.t.i.,. 1L.. rc1d· ~,.{ ;.I_ w~J.I "-t° f~ ~IV"~
r.-.uh t:., il ~h.u,.( ~ IL,.. ~r.L. ,:y'f' ~~;:r.,_,..... ( .,Lu_
~..,.A ,l.. ~ t

rb.-t )

.::;.JI S"~:s~ic. V4-h.af{.s- -C.. .fl....
~r r~ .

kli>, k

:.....,...:lJ.,o

.r:c-~ =-~.!.. ·:;:-;;._- :i: ~= '--f~'-.
,
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Figure 5.2':'1: (Continued)
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SCREENING EVALUATION
Equip. ID No.

~

1-EPD-B-lA

WORK SHEET (SEWS)

Equip. Class

Sheet 3

•

of 3

15 - Batteries on Racks

Equipment Description _E=E"'-/12
____5V-'"'"BA"""'TT~ER_Y"""'__
l A_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
COMMENTS

c,.,r ~ J ~ ~~· --~
~

vi&J

j

C

~"'--,---,-t_'olt--~-~~-~~-.[;/
""""1 ~ c:iP < le.. I
1

( ·

~

(

r.wrf

c..,-.. .._~ t~

-p, !,l.,/t.

A-A

_J

L.>~

r

"iz''

..

\

st......( b~
l ...""l.

.D.

J &" '
ot:"----·-·-f

I ·'

,-

'3/l''l;IJ..t ....0., 3'/~"P--J'

(
~l.:..;t., 1,..;.., ...
1t.. $J <i ~; ,.,,/J..4

11

.I

J

.

Eva 1uated by: ---"(-0:..:u;;=>,._:::);1:,-U=---/-d'>""")..,._= - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Date:

t/3° /11

~l&o /43
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Figure 5.2-1: (Continued)
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Status
Y N U

r: '!''; ~ ;!:.-,.

Sheet 1 of 2
SCREENING EVALUATION WORK SHEET {SEWS)
6
E~:!~ ~. G1 ass _E=---~Ve::..!r~t:..!.i.:::;ca::..l:.......!.P.=ur.:""
..pc.:!:=---------

~ ~ s;; ~p~~:~ 4

Equipment Description

+f--1_Pt_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~

_....;S:...-;...T,1--,/'___;;..L;...H_5_r__,_fi.;..;.u;...
.....

Location: Bldg. S'FGD

Floor El.

1

1'2.a'

Room, Row/Col -'~~e~r-~-tr_,.tf3_<..{.;...~
..........- - - - - -

Manufacturer, Hodel, Etc. (optional) 6?7rcl')1 J.:r.c.lcscn1

&"'f' ( o...6 ;2 c.. "7fi)

T .... ,.l,:h.J

tP"'---,r~
0

Horsepower/Motor Rating (opt.)~- RPM (opt.)17S1' Head (opt.)~- Flow Rate (opt.)3~;

,.,,.

SEISMIC CAPACITY VS DEMAND
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

Demand based on:

CAVEATS - BOUNDING SPECTRUM (Identify with an asterisk(*) those caveats which
are met by intent without meeting the specific wording of the caveat rule and
explain the reason for this conclusion in the COMMENTS section below)
1.
Equipment is included in earthquake experience
a) N U N/A
equipment class
.
2.
Casing and impeller shaft not cantilevered more
than 20 feet, with radial bearing at bottom to
d'\
support shaft
Y N UJ.i°' N/A
3.
No risk of·excessive nozzle loads such as gross
pipe motion or differential displacement
cf) N U N/A
4.
Attached lines (cooling, air, electrical) have
adequate flexibility
(J) N U. N/A
Y N /TI) ~ ( 1) (,.)
5.
Anchorage adequate (See checklist below for details)
6.
Relays mounted on equipment evaluated
Y Nll~
7. Have you looked for and found no.other adverse concerns? a) N U N/A @
Y NUN/A
Is the intent of all the caveats met for_ Bounding Spectrum?
ANCHORAGE
1.
Appropriate equipment characteristics determined
(mass, CG, natural freq., damping, center of rotation)
2.
Type of anchorage covered by GIP
3.
Sizes and locations of anchors determined
4.
Adequacy of anchorage installation evaluated
(weld quality and length, nuts and washers, expansion
anchor tightness, etc.)

Figure 5.2-2:
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N U N/A
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N U N/A

SEWS of LHSI Pumps
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SCREENING EVALUATION WORK SHEET (SEl{S)
quip. ID No. ~ P - IA
~~:.:i ~:::e:-:-:

~-::scri ptian

Equ;p. Class

6 - Vertical Pumps

•

_...$"""':r::.,./'--"L:.r.H.:....::.5.:a!__,_{3""'1:A-..,..-ilPa....-..:..1_A_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

'

r

ANCHORAGE (Cont'd}
5.
Factors affecting anchorage capacity or margin of
safety considered: embedment length, anchor spacing,
free-edge distance, concrete strength/condition, and
concrete cracking
5.
For bolted anchorages, gap under base less than
1/4-inch
7.
Factors affecting essential relays considered: gap
under base, capacity reduction for expansion anchors
8.
Base has adequate stiffness and effect of prying
action on anchors considered
9.
Strength of equipment base and load path
to CG adequate
10. Embedded steel, grout pad or large concrete
pad adequacy evaluated
Are anchorage requirements met?

Y N(ID N/A

LY N u

IS EQUIPMENT SEISMICALLY ADEQUATE?

-J. -;Ju. O•if- hYo.d:6,S

N u

@)

y

H@

N/A

y

N/A

y N
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Figure 5.2-3: Masonry Block Walls of 125V Battery Enclosure

Figure 5.2-4: Masonry Block Walls of 125V Battery Enclosure
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Figure 5.2-5: 110,000 Gallon Condensate Water Storage Tank Concrete Enclosure

Figure 5.2-6: 100,000 Gallon Emergency Condensate Makeup Tank
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Figure 5.2-7: Refueling Water Storage Tank
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Figure 5.2-8: Trapeze Supported Cable Trays
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Figure 5.2-9: Floor Supported Cable Trays
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Figure 5.2-10: LHSI Pump Upper Lateral Support
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Figure 5.2-11: Lower CCW Heat Exchangers
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Figure 5.2-12: Upper CCW Heat Exchangers
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Figure 5.2-13:

Anchorage Details at the Concrete Pier of Lower CCW
Heat Exchanger

Figure 5.2-14: Vital Bus Distribution Panel in the Control Room
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Figure 5.2-15: Typical Battery Rack of 125V Batteries

Figure 5.2-16: Live Tank Design Circuit Breakers in the Switchyard
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Figure 5.2-17: Dead Tank Design Circuit Breakers in the Switchyard

Figure 5.2-18:
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Friction Clip at the Base of Steel Frame Supporting
Circuit Breakers
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6. SEISMIC RISK QUANTIFICATION FOR SURRY

6.1

Base Case

The key elements of seismic risk quantification are seismic hazard analysis (Chapter 3), systems
analysis (Chapter 4) and seismic fragility evaluation (Chapter 5). In this Chapter, these are
assembled together to obtain estimates of the frequencies of different plant operating states.
In Chapter 4, two plant operating states were studied, because they were selected by the
Brookhaven team (Ref. BNL, 1994) for analysis for internal intiators during shutdown. Based
on the event trees described in Chapter 4, we have developed the Boolean equations for these
plant operating states, and they are shown in Figure 1.
Note that the basic events in these Boolean equations are seismic-induced failures and human
errors. The seismic fragilities of components appearing as basic events have been estimated as
described in Chapter 5. The human error rates have been discussed in Chapter 4.
The seismic quantification, using the methodology described in Chapter 2, was done using the
software package EQESRA (proprietary to EQE International Inc.) which takes as input the
family of seismic hazard curves and the family of seismic fragility curves for all components
appearing in the Boolean equations along with the probability distribution of human error
rates. The component failures are treated as statistically independent in the computations.
Table 6-1 shows the base case results. The base case consists of the Surry plant (systems and
fragilities) at the Surry site with EPRI and LLNL seismic hazard curves. In Table 6-1, the
mean, median, 5 percentile and 95 percentile frequencies of the two plant operating states are
shown. It is seen from the table that mean annual frequency of the two plant operating states
is less than 10·6 per year using either the LLNL or the EPRI seismic hazard curves. Therefore,
we conclude that the seismic contribution to mean annual core damage frequency during both
POS 6 and POS 10 is very small at Surry Unit I.

6.2 Sensitivity Studies
In the following, we describe the sensitivity studies conducted to assess the robustness of the
insights obtained in this analysis.
6.2.1 Impact of Seismic Hazard

Since one objective of this study is to derive generic conclusions on the significance of seismic
events to shutdown risks, it is of interest to know how the seismic core damage frequency
would vary with the site location. For this purpose, we assumed that the Surry plant could be
at a site with a seismic hazard typical of the ensemble of nuclear power plants in the eastern
United States. The Zion nuclear power plant site in Illinois was chosen. To study the effect
for the plant with one of the highest seismic hazards in the eastern U.S., we chose the Pilgrim
site in Massachusetts. Table 6-2 compares the frequency of plant operating state POS 6 for the
two sites with that at Surry site.
Vol. 5
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It can be seen from the Table that the core-damage frequency would be a factor of about 1.8

higher if the Surry plant were located at Zion, and slightly more than a factor of 10 higher if
it were located at the Pilgrim site.
6.2.2 Uncertainty Analyses

In the following, we describe the analyses performed to treat the uncertainties in human
actions.
6.2.2.1 Hunian Actions: Human error rates and uncertainty bounds for different operator
actions were discussed in Section 4.3. The error rates given in Table 4-1 were used in the risk
quantification described above (Sections 6.1 and 6.2.1). In order to study the sensitivity of
these results, we have assumed that the 95% upper bound human-error rates used in the base
case are constant (deterministic) values and we have used these in this sensitivity study.
Table 6-3 shows the results of increased human error rates: for both POS 6 and POS 10, the
increase in core-damage frequency is a factor of about 7.5.
6.2.2.2 Human Error Performing the Stub Bus Connection: A somewhat unique feature of
Surry is the manual connection of the RHR pumps to the stub bus which is powered by the
emergency AC power system following the loss of offsite power. For other plants, this
connection is done automatically with a resultant increase in reliability and decreased
sensitivity to human error. In order to examine the impact of this manual stub bus connection,
we performed a sensitivity study wherein the human error in this operation was assumed to be
the lower bound of the base case (i.e., 0.02). Table 6-4 compares the revised mean annual
frequencies of the two plant operating states (POS 6 and POS 10) with the base case results.
It is seen that the seismic contribution to the shutdown risk is much lower: for both POS 6 and
POS 10, the reduction in core-damage frequency is a factor of slightly less than 5.

6.3

Comparison with CDF from Internal Initiators During Mid-loop
Operations and with CDF at Full Power

It is instructive to compare the results for annual core-damage frequency (CDF) from this

study with the CDF during shutdown arising from so-called "internal initiators", which has
been analyzed by Brookhaven National Laboratory (Ref. BNL, 1994). Also instructive is a
comparison with the NUREG-1150 findings for CDF at Surry for full-power operation.
The comparison of core-damage-frequency results is shown in Table 6.5. From examining the
table, several important observations emerge:
o

During shutdown conditions (in POS 6 + POS 10 combined), the total annual mean CDF
arising from earthquakes is small compared to the CDF arising from internal initiators
from (Ref. BNL, 1994): a factor of about 15 smaller for the LLNL seismic hazard
curves and a factor of about 60 smaller using the EPRI hazard curves.

o

The seismic mean CDF during shutdown (in PCS 6 + POS 10 combined) is small
compared to the mean CDF at full power from seismic initiators from (Ref. Bohn, 1990):
a factor of about 350 times smaller for the LLNL hazard curves and about 300 times
smaller for the EPRI hazard curves.
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The Error Factor (EF) in this seismic study is significantly greater than the EF in
Brookhaven's analysis of CDF from internal initiators during shutdown (POS 6 plus
POS 10). This is primarily due to the large uncertainty in the seismic hazard curves but
another contribution arises from the uncertainty in the seismic fragilities .
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FIGURE 6.1
SURRY: BOOLEAN EXPRESSIONS FOR THE TWO

•

PLANT OPERA TING ST A TES

POS6 = SBHE. [ CCWHEX * { RHRP * ( RHRHEX
+ RHRP + SEQl } + CCWHEX * SEQl ] + SBHE

* EDG +
* SEQ2

RHRHEX

*

SEQl

* [SBHE * { CCWHEX * ( RHRP * (RHRHEX * (SRV * ( l-EE-TK-3 +
CNTRL-PNL +BATTERIES+ AIR-ACCUM + lHl-12 + lJl-12 + SRV * ( l-EETK-3 + CNTRL-PNL + BATTERIES + AIR-ACCUM + lHl-12 + lJl-12 } * ( RWST
* GFDHEl + RWST } } + RHREX * SEQ3 } + RHRP * SEQ3 } + CCWHEX * SEQ3}
+ SBHE2 * SEQ4 ]

POS10 = CI

where
SEQl = SRV

* (

CST

* (

SFBHEl

* (

l-EE-TK-3 + CNTRL-PNL + BATTERIES

SEQ2 = SRV

* (

CST

* (

SFBHE2

* (

l-EE-TK-3 + CNTRL-PNL + BATTERIES

+ AIR-ACCUM + lHl-12 + lJl-12 } + SFBHEl * ( RWST * ( PFBHEl * ( lEE-TK-3 + CNTRL-PNL + BATTERIES + AIR-ACCUM + lHl-12 + lJl-12 } +
PFBHEl } + RWST } } + CST * SFBHEl .* ( RWST * ( PFBHE~ * ( l-EE-TK-3 +
CNTRL-PNL + BATTERIES + AIR-ACCUM + lHl-12 + lJl -12 } + PFBHEl } +
RWST } } + SRV * (RWST * ( PFBHEl * ( l-EE-TK-3 3 + CNTRL-PNL +
BATTERIES + AIR-ACCUM + lHl-12 + lJl-12 } + PFBHEl } RWST }

*(

* (

+ AIR-ACCUM + lHl -12 + lJl -12 } + SFBHE2 * (RWST
PFBHE2
lEE-TK-3 + CNTRL-PNL + BATTERIES + AIR-ACCUM + lHl-12 + lJl-12 ) +
PFBHE2 ) + RWST } ) + CST * SFBHE2 * ( RWST * ( PFBHE2 * ( l-EE-TK-3 +
CNTRL-PNL + BATTERIES + AIR-ACCUM + lHl-12 + lJl-12 } + PFBHE2 ) +
RWST ) } + SRV * ( RWST * ( PFBHE2 * ( 1-EE-TK-3 + CNTRL-PNL +
BATTERIES + AIR -ACCUM + lHl -12 + lJl -12 } + PFBHE2 } + RWST )

SEQ3 = SRV * ( RWST * ( PFBHEl * ( l-EE-TK-3 + CNTRL-PNL + BATTERIES
+ AIR-ACCUM + lHl-12 + lJl-12 ) + PFBHEl } + RWST } + SRV * ( RWST *
( PFBHEl * ( 1-EE-TK-3 + CNTRL-PNL + BATTERIES + AIR-ACCUM + lHl-12
+ lJl -12 } * GFDHEl + PFBHEl * GFDHEl ) + RWST }

and
SEQ4 = SRV * ( RWST * ( PFBHE2 * ( l-EE-TK-3 + CNTRL-PNL + BATTERIES
+ AIR-ACCUM + lHl-12 + lJl-12 ) + PFBHE2 } + RWST } + SRV * (RWST *
( PFBHE2 * ( 1-EE-TK-3 + CNTRL-PNL + BATTERIES + AIR-ACCUM + lHl-12
+ lJl -12 ) * GFDHE2 + PFBHE2 * GFDHE2 ) + RWST }
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TABLE 6.1
SURRY: POS FREQUENCY ESTIMATES
(all values are core-damage frequency per year)
Mean

Median

5%
95%
Confidence Confidence

POS 6

6.6 E-8

7.4 E-9

1.9 E-10

2.8 E-7

POS 10

2.0 E-8

2.3 E-9

6.2 E-11

8.8 E-8

Total, POSs 6 & 10

8.6 E-8

9.7 E-9

2.5 E-10

3.7 E-7

POS 6

2.6 E-7

3.0 E-8

9.6 E-10

1.0 E-6

POS 10

9.1 E-8

1.0 E-8

3.5 E-10

3.5 E-7

Total, POSs 6 & 10

3.5 E-7

4.0 E-8

1.3 E-9

1.4 E-6

POS State
EPRI Hazard Curves

LLNL Hazard Curves

TABLE 6.2
SURRY: SENSITIVITY OF POS 6 CDF TO SEISMIC SITE HAZARD

(all values are core-damage frequency per year)
(using EPRI hazard curves)
95% Confidence

Surry Site

6.6 E-8

7.4 E-9

2.8 E-7

Pilgrim Site

7.2 E-7

1.9 E-7

2.8 E-6

Zion Site

1.2 E-7

2.8 E-8

6.6 E-7

a)

Vol. 5

Median

This sensitivity study represents "moving" the Surry
reactor to the other two sites shown, with all other
features of Surry remaining the same as in Table 6-1
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TABLE 6.3
SURRY: SENSITIVITY OF CDF TO INCREASING ALL HUMAN ERROR RATES

•

(all values are mean core-damage frequency per year)
(using EPRI hazard curves)
Increased Human Error Ratesa

POS State

Base Case

POS 6

6.6 E-8

5.1 E-7

POSIO

2.0 E-8

1.5 E-7

a)

Human error rates: use of the 95% upper confidencebound error rates (representing poorer human performance) instead of the mean rate that is used in the
base case, for all human errors in Table 4-1

TABLE 6.4
SURRY: SENSITIVITY OF CDF TO IMPROVED HUMAN ERROR RATE
FOR STUB-BUS CONNECTION

(all values are mean core-damage frequency per year)
(using EPRI hazard curves)
Stub-Bus Connection:
Decreased Human Error Ratea

POS State

Base Case

POS 6

6.6 E-8

1.3 E-8

POS 10

2.0 E-8

4.1 E-9

a)

The human error rate for the stub-bus connection:
sensitivity of using the 5% upper-confidence bound
(representing improved human performance) as a
deterministic value instead of the mean rate that is
used in the base case
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TABLE 6.5
COMPARISONS OF CDF FOR SHUTDOWN vs. FULL-POWER CONDITIONS
AND FOR SEISMIC INITIATORS vs. INTERNAL-INITIATORS
Analysis Condition

Reference

Mean CDF /year

Error Factora

Shutdown (POSs 6 & 10)
internal initiatorsb

Brookhaven
(Ref. BNL,1994)

5.0 E-6

Shutdown (POSs 6 & 10)
seismic initiator

This study

3.5 E-7 (LLNL f
8.6 E-8 (EPRif

Full power
internal initiatorsb

NUREG-1150
(Ref. NRC/1150,1990)

4.0 E-5

Full power
seismic initiator

NUREG-1150
(Ref. Bohn, 1990)

1.2 E-4 (LLNL)c
2.5 E-5 (EPRI)C

5.6

32
37
4.4

33
19

Footnotes for Table 6.5:

•

Vol.5

a)

The Error Factor is the ratio of the 95%-percentile value to the median value of CDF
(core-damage frequency/year).

b)

The notation "internal initiators" includes all initiators that start with internal plant
faults or loss of offsite power, but excludes internal fires and internal flooding.

c)

The notation (LLNL) and (EPRI) indicates use of the LLNL or the EPRI seismic
hazard curves for the Surry site .
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7. CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY

A number of important insights emerge from this Surry analysis, including:
Core-damage frequency: The core-damage frequency for earthquake-initiated accidents during
refueling outages in POS 6 and POS 10 is found to be low in absolute terms, below 10·6/year.
The reasons for this are (i) Surry's seismic capacity in responding to earthquakes during
shutdown is excellent, well above its design basis and similar to its ability to respond to
earthquakes during full-power conditions; (ii) the Surry site enjoys one of the least seismically
active locations in the United States; (iii) the Surry plant is only in POS 6 and POS 10
(combined) for an average (mean) of 6.6% of the time.
The core-damage frequencies are also low relative to the frequencies during POS 6 and POS 10
for internal initiators, as analyzed in the companion study by Brookhaven (Ref. BNL, 1994).
This can be seen in Table 6.5.
The results are plant-specific: We believe that the results for Surry are highly plant-specific,
in the sense that the seismic capacities, the specific sequences that are found to be most
important, and the seismicity of the site are all difficult to generalize to other reactors
elsewhere.

•

Shutdown seismic sequences are similar to full-power seismic sequences: Nevertheless, it is
important to observe that all of the sequence types, components, and human errors that emerge
in the key sequences in this analysis are similar or identical to sequences, components, and
human errors that appear in typical full-power seismic PRAs. That is, nothing that has arisen
as important in this study appears to be unique to earthquakes occurring during shutdown
conditions. Whether this observation is generalizable to other reactors at other sites is unknown
to us.
Sensitivities: Sensitivity studies reveal that if the Surry reactor were moved to the Zion site
in Illinois (a typical midwestern site) or the Pilgrim site in Massachusetts (one of the most
seismically active sites among all of the reactor sites in the eastern U.S.), the mean annual CDF
from this study would increase by factors of about 1.8 and 10, respectively.
Uncertainties: While there are significant uncertainties in the numerical values of core-damage
frequencies found in this study (see Tables 6.1 through 6.5), the above conclusions are relatively
robust --- they do not depend on the detailed numerical values found.
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